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Editor i S Preface

The past decade has brought an exciting upsurge of interest

and research in geophysical fluid dynamics. This development has

been particularly manifested by the activities and enthusiasms of

a growing number on the staff of the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution, with the result that many scientists interested in

fluid dynamics have become frequent visitors there.. In sumer

especiâlly, the regular staff of the Institution has provided a

nucleus for lively gatherings of oceanographers, meteorologists,

physicists, mathematicians, and even astrophysicists..

~gainst this background of meeting and discussion students,

sponsored by the Institution i s sumer fellowship program, have

come to take part in the various research programs that develop.

As the si~e of the sumer group has increased the danger has

arisen that the suer fellowship students might become lost in

milieu of high level discussion, and not profit adequately from

their efforts.. Accordingly, the possibility of providing tangible

opportunities for the training of sumer fellowship students was

exlored, and it was decided to institute a sumer course in geo-

physical fluid dynamics.

The first course in geophysical fluid dynamcs at Woods

Hole was given in the suner of 1959 by staff members of the

Institution and some of their sumer colleagues. The partici-

pants numbered about twenty and included four graduate-student

and two postdoctoral fellowship holders provided for by funds

from the National Science Foundation.. At that time the dragon
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which adorns the cover of this voluie was born" He was created

by Prof. Henr Stomiel in rE?cognitionof the efforts of Prof.

Willem Malkus in organizing the course. The s.ucceSs which this

first course enjoyed accounts for the reappearance of our dragon

in its present position of prominence.. For in the sumer of

1960, a second course was given whose contents are outlined in

the pres ent notes..

These notes were prepared by the students, whose names are

given above.ø with the capable assistance of Mrs. Mary Thayer.

They were design~d as working notes to be of use during the

course.. For each series of lectures, two students accepted tpe

resp?nsibilityof preparing the notes and it was attempted. (with

surrising success) to have the notes typed, dupli,cated and dis-

tributed within four days after each. lecture. Naturally, such a

project could be completed only with rough edges, but the finâl

collection of notes has succeeded very well in presenting the

essential content and spirit of the course. They have. therefore

been assembled in limited number for use by interested persons..

It has seemed worthwhile to divide the notes into thret3

volumes to avoid making them too cumbersome for easy reference.

The division of material reflects the structure of the course.

In Volume I we have an introduction to the subj ect as given by

the invited lecturer ,Professor LoN.. Howard. The second volume

contains notes on the. more specialized lectur~s given by various

staff members of the Institution. Finally, the manuscripts sum-

marizing the student research lectures are reproduced in
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Volume III. The topics discussed by the students were either

selected by them or suggested by staff. members"

Those of us from other institutions who have participated

in this course have been treated to an abundant bill of fare, as

a look at these notes will attest.. -For this, we can but express

our gratitude to Dr. Willem Malkus and the other staff members of

the Oceanographic Institution for their extensive efforts. We

are also indebted to the Institution itself for its hospitalities

and facilities" Finally, we should like to thank the National

Science Foundation for providing funds for student fellowships

and the support of an invited lecturero

Eo A. Spiegel

Insto for Mathematical Sciences

Sept 0 19600
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Fluid Dynamics: Lecture #1, 6/22/60; Dr. Howard.

1.. INTRODUCTION: In the mathematical formulation of fluid dynamics we

shall use the following approach: A fluid will be viewed as a con-

tinuum; i.e.., we assume the existence of uinfinitesimal volume". In

particular, we assume that fields such as velocity, density, tempera-

ture, etc.. can be defined. We also introduce the concept of stress to

describe the forces on llparticlesll of fluid, as wil be developed below.

We shall use the Eulerian variables, -i:; (~, x2' x3), to be

spatial position variables. At a particular instant of time, t:; 0,

we affix labels to the indi vidual particles of our system; i. e..
~ ~ -iX == X( t ,x) = OS.' ~, X3) are Lagrangean variables which label pari-

cles. Specifically, X. == L(t,x.) is a continuous transformation ofi J. J
the space (t,xj) such that Xi It:o == Xi (0). We then have the two sets

of coordinates, (t, X.) and (t, x.), describing the fluid.i i
Define the velocity, "':; (~, ~, u3), of a particle by

DX. òX.
u. =Dti :; (òti) , X held constant (where we have x. == x.(t,X.)).i X . i i.J

. . Df _ afaf J~If f == f(t, xi)' using the cham rule we have ñt - at + ôXi "' .

If R(x) is some region in coordinate space, let J be the Jacobian

d (x. )i
Ò (Xi) ; then we have

~ .J
R(x)

ft d3x - ~t r f fJd3X.

RtX)

Since R(X) is fixed with respect to t, if we assume R moves with the fluid,

~ r f f d3x :;
R(x)

f ~ (f P J)d3X.
R(X)

(1)
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For the fuctionf = 1, we get

~ r f d3x =
R(x)

r ~ (t J)d3X :: 0;
R(X)

by' conservation of mass within R(X). Hence, we have

I &- pJ) = 0 I (2)

We now use the relation (2) in eq. (l) ,yielding

&- r f f d3x = r~(f P J)d3X:: r f ~pJ+ f ~(lJ) l d3XR(x) R(X) R(X) L J
:: r Df tJd3X:: (Df td3X ,
R(X) Dt R(x) Dt

i..e. , ~ r f P d3x =Dt R(x) \ r .Q£ td3x
R(x) Dt

(3)

2. CONTINUITY E~UATION: If there are no "sources" or ii sinksll in th.e

region R; we can equate the rate of accumulation of mass in R to the

outward flux; i. e.,
i (p. d3x ::at )f-

R
= rt ~..ir dS ,
aR

rr being the outward normal to the surface; aR, the surface enclosing

R.. Using the divergence theorem (and the f act that ò~ means

oat I x fixed) we get
r da~ d3x :: .. Ivo (f 1!)d3x ,R R

or since R is an arbitrary region, we havè the continuity equation
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I * + Q · (P"¡:) 

= 0 i (4)

We now assert that (4) is equivalent to (2), which we show

by the following argument: Rewrite (4) as

l# + li. 9t) +
-l -7 Do -+ -l

t \J.u :: ñt + f n.u ·

Using the substitution ~ :: l ~ (tJ) -t: in this equation

we obtain
! D(tJ)
J Dt

r DJ - ~ l
.. L Dt - r; .u J t :: 0 ..

'lhers is. a, st:raight-f0l'ard argunen~ which we,omit w:hlch

shows that, as a property of the tranSformation,

1 DJ ---
J Dt:: '\.u ·

Hence, as asserted,

~ (p J) :: O.

3. MOMENTUM EQUATION: Newtonls law applied to the region R requies

D r 3 .r 3 .r.
-Dt u. od x:: f.dx + )(J. .n.dS,R ii R i ~R iJ J

where the function fi denotes force per unit mass; () ij is the stress

tensor. Using (3) and the divergence theorem, we havf':)

rDuit d3x:: ~tf.d3x + r d6ï~ d3x ..RDt R i R oXJ
Hence, since R is arbitrar, we have the momentum equationDui aóij

t Dt :: f fi + õx.
J

I (5)
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Id.e wish to show that the stress tensor is syetric. Equating

rate of change of angular momentum to torque, we get

~t r 1-)C t tid3x :: . rt ïtfd3x + r 1x? (rt) dS ,R . R àR
~ (-l) ~where d-. n :: (5. .n.e. ..iJ J i Using (3) and the divergence theorem,

f D -+.~ 3 r A .l 3 r~ 'ò 3o Dt (rX".u)d x:: t rAfd x + J e. s- (E. 'kx. d-kl)d x .R i R R i Q~ iJ J
This equation is valid under the assumptions of no intrinsic angar

momentum or body torques. Using (5) in the first term on the right

side of this equation, and expanding all the derivatives, we get

r Th. Duk 3 ( Duk dtfkl 3P~.E.'k(DtJ uk+x. Dt )dx::¡ê.E..kx'(PDt -s-)dxR i iJ J R i iJ J v X¡

r r 'dÓkl) 3+ t. E. 'k( 0 'l(Jkl + x. .~. d x .
R i iJ J J o~

Simplifying, rp~i Eijk Uj~ ::
R

(Si Eijk J jl (J kl ;
R

where á jl is the Kronecker symbol. But the left side of this equation

clearly vanishes; hence, r~. E"k å'i (f kl == O. Since R is arbitrary,
Ri iJ J

-ii E.ijk dji d-ki :: O. In expanded form, this is

~1(Õ32 - ()23) +é2(()13 - 0"31) +~3(()12 - ()2i):: 0;

therefore, as we wanted to show, () kl ==o-1k ' and the tensor is

syretric.
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4..MECHANICAL ENEGY EQUATION: From (5) we develop the energy equation

as follows: D dd-"
t Dt (l ui ui) = f fi ui + ui ~:i;J (6)

Or, in the region R, this becomes

D r i 2 3 .. ¡ R d3
Dt R P.2 c¡ d x -. t ~i'\ x + ( ~d:.. 3..u. ~ d x

R i ox... J
( 3 r d 3 rdui 3= ).pf.u.dx + .Y' (u.Ci..)dx- ~O:.dx ,R i i R UXj i lJ R ..xj iJ

where 'l = I \t I '

Using the divergence theorem, we ~ave the mechanical energy equation

~ r t l~2d3x = (tfiUid3XR R r .. r '0 ui .' 3+ u. cr..n.d$ - . .-t cr. .d xi lJ J . . "x. lJ~R R J (7)

The left side is the rate of change of kinetic energy within R; the

first term on the right is the work done by body forces; the second

term on the right is the work done by surface forces; the third term

on the right is not easily interpreted without specifying the stress

tensor, but is related to the work done by dissipative forces, as will

be seen in Lecture #20

submitted by K. Gross
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Lecture #2, 6/24/60: Dr. Howard

50ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS: We now shall develop the energy equation from

a different point of view then that of lecture #1; viz., we consider

internal molecular energy, heat conduction and sources, etc..

(l) In addition to the kinetic energy per unt mass, lq2 ,

we introduce e as the internal (molecular) energy per unit mass. Then

the rate of change of total energy in the region R is

~t rt(lq2 + e)d3x.
R

(2) As in lecture #1, we. have ~fiUid3x as the work done l:
R

body forces in R; altlo we have j Uo cr0jn.. dS as the work done byòR i i J
surface forces on this region.

~
(J) We introduce the vector K = (IS, IS, K)) where Ki represents

the heat conducted per unit area per unt time. Then .. f l.~ds is
òR

the total heat conduction through the sirface bounding R. Letting Q

denote theeiternal heat sources per unit mass, ftQ.d3X is the heat

R

energy due to external sources in R.

Combinig the energy contributions (l), (2), and (3) we can

write the total energy equation in R,

nDt rt(lq2+e)d3x = ~p. t.uod3x + .fu,oir .n.dS + ( -K.1idS + ftQd3X .R . R i i d R l. iJ J ~R R
By the divergence theorem and the arbitrariness of R(and eq(J) of

lecture #1)

D i 2 d . A~
P Dt ("2q +e) = f f i ui + òXj (ô ij ui) - V..K + f Q .

Comparing this equation with (6) of lecture #l, we have the differential
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equation of internal ~~,

D dU'-+-7
f ~ = rJ.. of - \7. K + p QiJ xj (l)

The first term on the right of this equation represents energy

contributions from shearing forces; i.e.,

r (a d3x r ò6i' 3 í dUi 3u.6: .n.dS = T: (õ. .u.) = u. ~ d x + (J.... x ,£)R i iJ J. R oXj iJi R i Ò xj RiJ ÒXj-
and even if the net force per unit volume dtij u. = 0, therex. i

J
can be an energy source (from shear) due to the remaining term.

To utilize equation (1) we must make additional assumptions:

(1) Assumptions Concernng Heat Conduction. We assume that

a temperature field can be defined for the fluid. If T denotes

b L t t t 4K 4( òT ) . ~a so u e empera ure, we assume = K f' e, õ" i.e., K. i
depends only upon f' e, T and, in fact, the dependence on T is

f 1. 't' dT In t. ulone 0 ineari y in ~ . par ic ar,ox.i
K: = K?( l) ,e) + A..( lJ ,e) ~-i i I iJ \ OX.

J

(This is equivalent to neglecting higher order terms in the Taylor

'aT
expansion for K. = K. (t ' e, ~). )i i ox.i

We now make the additional assumption that this expression

for K. is isotropic (i..e., independent of orthogonal coordinatei
system). This means that K~( f ,e) = 0 (since 0 is the only iso-

tropic vector) and Aij ( t. ,e) is an isotropic 2nd order tensor.

Since multiples of Ó.. are the only isotropic 2nd order tensors,iJ
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we have A.. =_k(t,e)J...1J 1J
Then

J t == -k~T J . (2)

It is important to remember that (2) is not an empirical result,

but an assumption.

(2) Assumptions Concerning the Stress Tensor. In lecture

#1 it was shown that the stress tensor Õ.. is syietric (under1J

the assuptions of no intrinsic anguar momentum or body torques)..'à~ .
We now make the assumption that rs.. = ().. ( F' e, ::); 1..e., we1J 1J QX¡
assume the dependence of Õ.. on 1t is one only of linearity in

1J
d~
~. Then we write

d~
(Jij = Bij(p,e) + Cijki(t,e)ò:x

may write

13. . = -p Ó. .1J 1J

C"kl = )6..8kl +l ( J 'kJ,i + J.kd.i) + V (d.kd,i - JUd"k)1J 1J ~1 J -y J ~ ~ J v . J.:
symetric in i, j anti-symetric in i,j

Since we require that t:.. be syetric, we must have V == 0; hence J1J
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we get
~ ~ au. dU .

(). . ,== -p Ó.. + )d..( n.u) + l' ( ~+ -r)iJ '. iJ iJ OXj oXi (3)

This formula is called the Navier-Stokes expression for the stress

tensor..

The function p (t, e) is known as pressure; and

-+ ~ òu. bu.
lr. . = ;tS. . (V .u) + l' (-0 i +~) is called the viscous stressiJ iJ xj QXi

tensor,l- (p,e) is celled the 1st viscosity, À ( t ,e) the second

viscosity..

We can now substitute the values (2) and (3) into eq.(l),

De ;;. -+ . ~ ~ .i
getting p Dt == V ..(k\7T) + tQ - p v.u + 't

2 au. au. duo dUo duo
where ~:SÌL(~..tt) +~ (ÕX~ + òx:)( õX: + ÒX~) == T.. -d · (5)

J i i J iJ xj
au. du. òu.

Note that the 2nd term in (5) is actually p ( ~ + -.) ~ ,aXj òX QXS

eu. 6u. àu. òu. ãu. duo
but since 6.. is symetric, we have ( . i + J) J _ (~~ + i) iiJ £ ~ ~ - õJi õX ö.'J i i J J

(4)

and hence we have the appearance as in (5)..

By assuming the average of the normal viscous stresses is zero

(assumng "9 :t=iO) we have Stokes Assumption, À. + J f-= O. (For an

incompressible fluid, ~.it == 0, À is arbitrary and hence this assumption

reduces to a triviality.) As an exercise, Dr. Howard asks that one
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T DJ = De + p D(l!P) = ~ _ L P. ..Dt Dt Dt Dt p2 Dt
Using the continuity equation (Lecture #1, eq (4) ), this becomes

Substiti.ting for

T ~ = ~ - ~ (-p ~:~) .
p

Ð-
D~ from (4) 

into the above equation, we get

P T ~ = '7. (kqT) + p Q. + ~
. (6)

r Note: Dr.. Malku commented at this point, that in applications

it can usually be shown that l is negligibly Small..)

6o~TANDA~ APPROXIMTIONS IN ABOVEWO~: I.. Ideal Fluid Approximati.on:

Assumptions here are À:: lJ = k = 0, and either p = constant in time and

space or ~ = 0 (Note that these are not equivalent; i.,e.

Et :: 0 #f= constant. Note also that one could replace the assump-

tion k = 0 by T = constant or gt = 0 and derive the equations that

follow.) Rewritten, the continuity equation states that

.- ~

Ef + .t V ~u = O. . 'f ~:: O( ~7..ì! = O. However, for the assumption

f= constant, the implication goes only one way - viz.,

f ;: constant in time
-+ ~
V.u= 0, we may not

.. ~
and space ~ \7.u = 0 (i.e.,

~ -+have u. 'Vp ;: 0 and, hence)t#

even though

const. ).. Under

these assumptions, inserting (3) in the momentum equation" we have

Euler's equations,

p~ + ~p;:. pl
4~

..u = 0
(7)

.. -+
Flows with V"u = 0 are sometimes called ~oric or solenoidal.
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II. Viscous Incompressible Approximation. Assuptions here are

À. = k = 0, P. = constant, ~ = O. The momentum equation is then

Dt ~ ~ :t2~
tDt + \¡p= ff +l) V u (8 )

d,~. ij

since for this case x.
J

~ ~
'V.u = 0

"\ ôu.ãu. ò2u.
= fL... ( 1 + _J:) _p. . 1ox. õX OL - dX.òx.J J 1 J J

õ au.
+ 'O. (~x~)1 J

dr:. . 2 ': ~ ~ 2
or 1J = )J V u. + ~ ( \7 .u) = jJ \/ u. .~ 1 ox. 1J 1

~ -+
III. Irrotational Flow: Assumptions are f = \7F, f = constant,

~ ~ ~ .. ~tl J,n =\1 )( u = O. Then we have u = \1 't for some function 'f, and

hence have Tiaplacel s equation for rp, ,,2 ø = O.

IV. . Under the assuptions of II, if we in addition assume it is sm-al,

. Du.. dU. ~ 'òu.
't 1 1 $ \1 ,. 1we wr1 e nr = -r + u .. v ui,. W · Then (8) yields the approxi-

mat ion ò ~.. ~ ..2-;
f ô~ + \7p = P f + fJ\J u

-. ?
V'..u = 0

(9)

called tlStokesl approximation".

V. Oseen Approximation: For steady flow around an obstacle, under
-l

the assumptions of II with f = 0, Oseen's approximation is

-. ~ ~ 2-+pV.\1 u + 'VP = /. \7 u.
-+ . )where V 1S the (constant velocity at co.

(10) .

submitted Qy K. Gross
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Lecture #3, 6/27/60 Dr. Spiegel

Boussinesq Approxiation In 1903 Boussinesq presented a useful

approximation to the hydrodynamical equations for the situation

when gravitational forces drive the motion. This approximation,

first used by Rayleigh in 19l6, consists in neglecting density

fluctuations except when the, interact with gravity.

For convenience let us write the pressure and density

which solve the hydrodynamic equations in the form

p == p + pi
o

i

t==to+P
(1)

where Po and t 0 are solutions to the hydrostatic equations below.

The quantities pi and f I are iiot necessarily smalL.

The hydrostatic equations, obtained by specializing equation

(5) of lecture #l and equation (2) of lecture #2, are

~-\7P - g Fe3 = 0

k\72T+Q: =0
(2)

where k is the conductivity of the fluid

~. includes radiative and chemical heating.

Mihaljan (l960) in a technical report gives a rigorous deri-

vation of the Boussinesq approximations for a liquid. For a stuqy

of Boussinesq approximation for a compressible fluid, the reader is

referred to a paper qy Spiegel and Veronis (1960). The Boussinesq

equations, for a compressible fluid, are
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ôu + ti.nii =
'òt

.. !.\7p i + go( Tl ft3 + Y \12:¡

tm

~\j. u = 0

~t + 
"i. VTI + (::0 + .~ ) w = dt\72Tl

P

(3)

and for the eq. of state

t' = -tocx Tl

where
-ý =14Pm

1. = kl ( PC)1m p

f m is the average density taken over the entire 
fluid.

If we denote the maximum density fluctuation between

any two points in the fluid by 6 t, it is sufficient that

~ ¿:~l (4)
po

/
in order that the Boussinesq approximation be valid.. The/\ "
quantity we depends em two others, Dlo and f . The static

densi ty variation across the fluid, D fo , may be found from the

solution of (2). If we are interested in convection between

flat parallel plates separated a distance d, in order that (4)

be satisfied two conditions are needed. . The first is that

bDo\ ~ c: 1
~o

This will be satisfied provided

d ~-c H
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. 1
where H = ( ~ e :~ 0 ) - an is oalL,ed the S oale heig ef denity.

The second sufficient condition is that

lt C:(; 1
f

This condition must generally be checked a posteriori.

If these two conditions are satisfied, then (4) will also be

satisfied.

7 . Acoustical Equations We wish to derive the acoustical equations,

starting with the continuity an momentum equations for an ideal

fluid (lecture #2):

~ + 'i. (tiI) = 0
(5)

lt (~ui) + o~~ (tui~) + ò~i = fi

where f. are external body forces.i
Terrestrial acoustics is characterized ~ the physical situation

in which

fi == 0 (6)

Linearized equations are those in which we neglect products

of velocities, and derivatives of these velocities. The linearized

equations which result from (5) are

dPi -t
a: + to "\.. u = 0

"dlÍ

~oõt +\71\ = 0

(7)
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where the subscript unity now refers to the linearized quantities

and (6) has been used.

2If the fluìd changes adiabatically (or Pl = c t l) then

equations (7) reduce to the system

1 dO" . d Vex-~+~::Oc at ox()

1 ÓVi de)
ë"' + dx = 0i

(8)

where 'ui
v. =i c

Picr ::
Po
ca:: ..cv

2 (poc :: -
1"0

The quantity c is, of course, the local speed of sound in the

hydrostatic medium.

Wave Equations Either ç), 01: v., may be eliminated from (8),i
which results in a single equation for vi' or d-, respectively..

In terms of cr ,

(j2d- 2 2- c\l õ :: 0
dt2

(9)

In terms oft¡ i'

2
d vi
dt2

2c

2
~v ex

d - - 0xi Ò XC) - (10)
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If the fluid is initially irrotational, and is non-dissipative,

then \7 x ~ = 0, and the second term in (10) may be written simply

as
") 2
o v Co

òXi Ò ~

2d vi
=

òXoe ò x~ (11)

Equation (9) is a wave equatìon in (J. Using' result (11)

for irrotational fluids, (10) may be written as a wave equation

. ~
in v. To explore further the analogy with e.m. waves, let us

multiply through the first equation 0 f (8) by (J , the second by

~
v , and add to obtain

lt, -;
ë St (Vi) + \7.b = 0 (I2)

where
w=~ +~~f2

s = (3-:

We now consider the analogy with electrical waves. A

quantity very similar to W occurs in electromagnetic theory and

is called the energy density. Except for scaling factors it is

simply

Itl2 .. I Hl2

which sugests the analogy to W. If we further replace () by
-- ~ -7
E, v by H, and the divergence operator by the curl operator, the

equations (8) are strikingly similar to the e.m. equations. The

Poynting vector S of energy flow for electrièâl waves is given by
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(in appropriate unts):

-4 -?-~S = ExH~ ~ ~
Since ~ is perpendicular to both E and H, e.m. energy is carried

in transverse waves. From the expression for S in acoustical waves

it is clear the energy propagates in the same direction as V, hence

acoustical waves are longitudinal rather than transverse.

Gravitational Instability:
,

To consider the gravitational situation,

it is pertinent to write f. in terms of a gravitational potential V,i
hence

f"" dV.--o:¡i \ (,x.i

The gravitational potential satisfies Poisson's equation,

\j 2V = .. 4 Tr Gf

Substitution for f. into the initial equations (5) results in thei
linearized equation governing t1,

2
d fi

=
dt2

2 2
c \J fi + 4 íTG f 0 t 1 (13)

Let us seek plane wave solutions of (13). In particular we may write

-? -7
P c( i(wt-k.x)\ 1 e ,/ (14)

Seeking solutions of the type (14), we find the equation (13) places

a condition on W, which is the dispersion relation
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1,;'.. 2 = c2k2 - 41T G t 0

(15)

or v = \,)k
. r-~--4;h'Gt 0....0

=\1 c -
k2

where V is the propagation velocity.

When V becomes imaginar, waves are no longer able to

propagate, and the f onn of (14) suggests that the medium will

then start to condense or contract if

À =
21\k ~ c

-lG~
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F. uid Dynamics: Lecture#4, 6/29/60 (19) Dr. Howard

l.. Bernoulli equation (Non..viscous, barotropic fluid)

The momentum equation in the case of a conservative force

field (see lecture #2, eq. 7) may be written

W 1
Dt + t\7P == V'X (l)

where-;t is the force potentiaL.

If we multiply through (1) by t and assume the motion rs

steady, and the fluid barotropic, i. e. f == t (p), we have Ber-

noulli l s equation for steady motion. In integrated form, it is

(~q2 +fml -~
== k (2)

where k is a constant on each streamline (not necessarily the same

k for all streamines). Equation. (2 ) is an energy conservation

relation. If the fluid originates from a homogeneous energy source

.(say at infinity) then the constant k will be the same throughout

the flow field, i.e. on all streamines..

For the caSe of irrotational (v)( it == 0, hence it ==ticp),

unteady flow1 the integrated form of Bernoulli 
i s equation corres-

ponding to (2) is

dai 1 2 f.4£M+'2'Q+ f-X. ::. f(t) (3)

where ~ is the velocity potential. If desired one may assume

f(t) = 0 by re..definingcp so as to include f(t). In (.) thefiuid

is assumed to be barotropic.

If we aré interested in a locally iSentropic flùid, i. e.

Ds
==

Dt
0, we first consider the, energy equation of lecture 1/,
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Dh = ~ + L (!) + !!£ = T DS. + !l2.
Dt Dt P ~ f' .. P Dt Dt P Dt (4)

.Ater manipulation of the entropy term (see Emons, Fundamentals

of Gas .Dynamics, p.29) this equation maybe integrated to a form

similar to the other Bernoulli equations (2) and (3),

l q2 + h - ?( = hs (5)
where hs is the stagnation enthalpy. As before, hs corresponding

to k in (2) and (3), is constant on streamines. For alternate

forms of (4) and (5) the reader is referred to Emons, section A7.

2. Helmholtz Vorticity Theorem

Euler's momentum equation for the case of a barotropic fluid

and conservative force field, may be written (lecture #2),

~~ + (n X lÎx 11 +\7 Cl q2 +f, - X J = 0 (6)

Vorticity Jt is defined by the equation

.J =. \7 X tl (7)

If we operate On (6) by taking the curl, the resulting equation

for the vorticity is a simpler expression,

i5Jt + (V' .-;).. =:à. '\1 (8)

The relation (8) may be furher simplified by using the continuity

equation

~ + f ( ~ .1) = 0 (9)

Let us substitute for (~.tl) from (9) ilto (8), and divide by f

to obtain the Helolt~VorticityTheoreil
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(21)

~ (4) = 1. \7 U (~O)
This equation is linear in-i , with variable coefficients. By

the uniqueness theorem of linear differential equations, if.J is

given at some time t = to (initial condition), the solution of (10)

is uniquely determined. In particular if the motion is irrotationâl

at any timè it remains so for all time.

Further simplification occurs in two dimensions. Suppose we

4 7 ~
let .. = c. k. For this special case the right sid~ of (LO)

vanishes, leaving .

~ (~)= 0 (11)

which is related to a theorem sometimes called the conservation of

"potential vorticity"..

3 . Kelvi Circulation Theorem

Theorem: When the external forces are conservative, the circula-

tion in an circuit c which moves with the fluid is constant.

Proof: We wish to show

D r
Dt ui dxi = 0c

(12)

where c is described abOve. Let us change to Lagrangian variables

x .. Theni D ( D ( dXi
ñt ) uidxi= Dt c ui a:~j d:x j

r Dui dXi . (d ui:: c -n 6Ij d X j + c ui ~ dXj

(D~ dXi + r d(l q2)c c (13)
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The second term on the right side of(i3) is an exact derivative,

hence the integral over the cure (closed) c vanishes. Further,

~ :: l- (x.- ,)(4£) (i4)Dt OXi f
hence the first term vanishes for the same reason, which proves

the theorem (12).

4.. v. Bjerknes i Theorem

This theorem is analogous to the previous one (12) for a non-

barotropic, non-viscous, fluid. The theorem states, for this fluid,

&- f uidJei :: (rpX9 (~)J .NdS
s

The proof is similar to the preceding one, and may be found in

detail in Emons, p..32. If \/pX V (t) to, corresponding to each

point in the fluid flow is a (Pi t ) point, at least locally. This

theorem relates the r ate of change in circulation to an integral over

the (p, t) surface which can be interpreted as the "areall in the

(~,l) plane.

5. Taylor-Proudman Theorem

This theoreIis concerned with a non-viscous, barotropic

fluid, which is in a rotating system. The ftùl momentum equation

governing such a fluid is (see lecture #2),

d1Ì ~ ~ ~ X-, 1
Õ t ,+ u.n u + 2 W u +t'VP '= \1 X (16)

where p is a modified pressure including centrifugal force, and

i:is a vector representing the axis, magnitude, aÌi sense of rotation..
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If we assume the fluid flow deviates only slightly from a

rigid body rotation, then we may be justified in . negiect1i the

quantity lÌ\;Û in (16). Irw(¡f negect uV'\Í and take the curl

through (16), there results the Taylor-Proudman theorem,

"* - 2Z3. VlÌ= 0 (17)
d1t

Let us now consider steady flow, i. e. ;S = 0, and aSS1..e the~ -?
rotation is such that we may write W= LA k.

With these assumptions, the Taylor-Proudman theorem sim-

plifies to

ail = 0
ôz (18)

Let us now suppose w = 0 on some solid bottom. Then (18)

implies the fluid motion is two dimensional, a rather surprising

result.

6. General Vorticity Theorems.

Let us consider two dimensional motion of an unbounded

viscous incompressible fluid. If iÌ approaches zero at infinity,

and if è; approaches zero suficiently rapidly (faster than \ It \ )
at infinity, the following results hold which are caled the Theorems

of Poincaré:

I lr frc;dA= 0

d~r(;;~dA=OII

III
~~ Sf r2¿; dA == 4 -v rr l; dA

where r == ¡tJ
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Dr. L. Howard (MIT) has show~ no further results regarding

moments may be found by the method employed for I, II, and III.

References:
1. Truesdell - flKinematics of. Vorticityu.

2. Howard, lJ.. (1957), /lrch. Rat. Mech. Anal.
!. 2, 113-123.

7.. Energy Theorems

I. Among all flows of a non-viscous fluid with prescribed

values of the normal velocity at the boundary, the irrotational

flow is the. one having lèast kinetic energ.

Proof: Milne- Thomson, Hydrodynamics, p.89.

Remark:
(ii ..~ ds = 0 is always assumed.
s

II. Among all incompressible flows in a bounded region R with

given values of u on a R, Stokes now has the least viscous dissipa-

tion .

Def.. St.okes flow, ~ 2\7"u = 0, -Vr; u = 'i p.

We shall sketch the proof to this theorem.. Consider the

biJîn:eai;form .

D r It, ':tJ' = ((Ui . + ~j. . )(v. . + v.i)dV (19)L R,J,:i :i,J J,
Suppose ": corresponds to the Stokes flow. Let us denote by lÌ some

other flow field.

D (lÎ; t J=; D ((it -,t) +"t, (,1 -1) + f)J

DCü,riJ:lDClI-',i!-~J + DC", 'iJ (20)
+ 2D Dr - t t J
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Exanding D C ~ - ~, ~ J, and applying the divergence theorem

with bounar conditions, we find

r~ ~ ~ JD L u - v, v = 0

Since D (1, 1 J is a positive definite form, the theorem is

proved..

Appendix

It is possible to prove several other theorems related to I.

For these the reader is referred to Milne-Thomson.

(submitted by R..L. Duty)
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GRAVITY ViVES: Suppose we have an incompressible irrotational flow

in a gravitational field (gravity in the negative z-direction).

Suppose furher that, in equilibrium, the fluid has a free-surface

which is a plane at z:= 0, and a constant depth z:= -H. We then

have ~:= V ~ and \72 ~ = O. Let us denote the (top) s-urface, in. .
general, by z := ~ (x,y,t). We need boundary conditions on the

fluid so as to produce a well-defined potential problem. The

boundary condition on the bottom, z:= -H, is given by the. vanish-

~ing of the vertical velocity component - viz., Ò ë = 0 on

z:= -H. We use the Bernoulli equation, ~t: +t ci2.+ ~ + ~ i! = 0

to obtain the boundary condition at the t:urface. Supposing constant

pressure on the surface z = Š, (x,y, t), we can clearly choose p such

that p = 0 on the surface z := è; Then since z - ¿; is a locus

of particles we have ~ (z. - ¿;) := O. This equation and Bernoulli's

equation on thes urface become,

~ t + lq2 + g t, = 0 , and w - ~ ~ + u ~ + v :; J = OJ

~where (u,v,w) = u. If the motion is ffsmallll, we may neglect the

non-linear terms in the above equations; i. e.,

~ t + g ~ := 0 , and w - 4 t = 0 on z := ~ (x,y,t),

or to the same order of approximation, on z := ö.

Eliminating t; 'between these equations yields the b..c. at the

surface; viz.,
cP tt + g iP z == 0 (on z := 0).
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Writing ~ (x,y, z, t) = ei crt cp(x,y, z), we have the well-defined potential

probiem: \72 cp = 0 (in interior of fluid)

~z = 0

~ô2~+ gcp = 0
Z

(b. c. on bottom of fluid) (1)

(b. c. on surface of fluid) .,

with, of course, suitable b.c. in x and y (e.g., vertical rigid walls,

~= 0).

(Note: In the work below 4' always refers to .~. (x,y,z).)

We now apply the method of .. sepa.ration of variablesllto (1);

viz., we look for a solution ~ = ~ an(x'Y)~n (z) where cln are the

(z-component) eigenfunctions.. Substitutin this expression in (l) in the

customary manner yields the separa.tion of iP n'

cp~(z,) == ÀnrPn(z) ;

(2)

where the prime denotes ~z. Note that in thep.c. at the surface we have

neglected (, as being small. We now wish to determne the eigenvalues

À and the eigenfunctionsl .n n
(a) Suppose A. ? 0: Then let Æ= k2. The solution to (2)1sn n

thencp (z) == A: cosh k(z + H), the p.c. at z== Ogivi. the equation. for

0-2
A:n" which is k sin kH = g cosh kH, or .coth(kH) =, (kH);t .
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Graph:ical plots of. coth(kH) and (kH)+ versus kH show that. there is
d- H

just one eigenvalue (for this case; iLn ?O), which is given by the

solution to the equation õ2 = gk tanh(kH).

(b) It is clear that Àn :: 0 is not an eigenvalue (for if ). :: 0,n

we have cD t (z) = constant = 4; i (-H) == 0 ¡) cP (z) _ 0).. n n n
(c) Suppose Æi(O: Then let À. = _K2. The solution to (2) isn n

then 1 (z) =.A cos K(z + H), the b.c. at

0-2
for À , which is -K sin KH =.. cos KH,n . g

z = 0 yielding the equation

or cot(KH) = -KH( k).

Graphical solution of this equation show that therefs a denumerable

infinity of distinct eigenvâlues (for this case;;1 n c: 0) such that when

arranged in decreasing order, :11 ;:.)2;; ... ,'À.n/ ... , ~~~Àh: -o;.

It is easy to show, furthermore, that the eigenfunctions rP aren

orthogonal (viz., from eqs (2), one getso 0
o = C~ c: i - P ip i) I = (À. -).) f cP ~ dz), and by suitablem n n m -H n 'Ì! -H n m

normalization, the ø can be made orthonormal.n

Then for the solution to (l), we have
øO~ .

~:: 1 a (x,y) CP (z) + a.O ilOn- n n
(3)

where ii 2
~n(z) =-Kn ~ n(Z) , n:: 1,2,3, .. ~

)

cp8 (21)= +k2 cP 0"

'-)
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For the determnation of a (x,y), we have the equations. n
I. 2a + k2 a = 0 ;o 0

... )
(4)

~2an - Kn2 an = 0, n = 1,2,3,

where
_ Ó2 'd262 = 2 + :- ·
ôx òy

We can again apply ll separation of variables", this time

to (4). When the b. c. for x, y variables are given, the solution of

(4) substituted into (3) gives the solution to the problem.

If, for example, the motion were given as uniform in the y

direction, then (4) would become

d2 X(x) + k2X(x) = 0 ;
dx2

-' d2 . .2
-2 X (x) - KX (x) = 0, n = 1,2,3, ....dx n n n

.,

where we have used a (x,y) = X(x), a (x,y) =X (x). If in additiono n n
we have for b.c. on x that the solutions are bouned as X -7 T IQ ,

+ ikthen we get X :: 0 (n = 1,2,3, ...) and X = e- . Then

solution to this potential problem (eq. (1)) is then

(5)

have
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(J 2 rJ gk2H for shallow water waves

and 2 "- k
() :; g for deep water waves. J (6)

Hence, shallow water waves propagate with constant velocity

c= Ú gH; but for deep water waves the velocity of propagation,

C :: (f depends on the wave number k. Therefore, deep water

waves are dispersive.

exercise 1: Solve the linear wave-maker problem (using the

above results). i.e. the end 
X = 0 of a semi-infinite channel

(ei( o-t-k x.)) is present.

exercise 2: Discuss the free standing waves (normal modes) in a

closed circular lake of depth H and radius R.

exercise 3: A speedboat belonging to A.l. (noted ocean-going

plwsicist atW.H.O.I.) passing through Woods Hole going roughly

parallel to shore produces a group of waves which reach the shore

ten minutes later. They are observed to have a period of two seconds.

Estimate the distance off-shore of the boat (assume infinite depth up

to the shore).
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Shallow Water Waves (Non-rotating system)

Shallow water waves are defined to be those in which the

wavelength is long compared with depth. Having thus defined them,

we assume the substantial derivative (Dw/Dt) may be neglected in

Euer's momentum equation relative to the other tenus in the ~com-

ponent equation. ("Hydrostatic approxiiationll). We further assume the

fluid velocity to be small enough that we may neglect products of

the fluid velocity..

With these assuptions we wish to derive the wave equation for

the case when the depth of the water's floor varies with position. The

case H = constant has been previously discussed, and we retain the nota-

tion used there. The momentum equations for this case are written

p = - f g(z-l")

Ò u. + ! È. =0
dt P ox

òv + ! 1£ = 0
-l f òy

(7)

(8)

(9)

By hypothes is,

(, = ¿: (x,y, t ) (10)

..
Differentiating (7), also usin (10), and substituting in (8) and

(9) we have theæsult that

u = U(X,y,t)J

Y= v(xly,t)
(11)

l¡et us write the equation for the fluid bottom

H = H(x,y) (12)
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Then the equation of aontinuity implies the following relation between

fluid velocities and other physical variables

(ux + vy) LH(X,y) + t:J + w(è;) - we-H) = 0 (13)

The boundar condition that the fluid surface and fluid bottan

should always consist of the same particles is expressed

D
Dt (z - i:) = 0 (14)

D
- (z + H) = 0Dt (15)

If we exand (14) and (15) and substitute into (13) we have the

result

't +- (uH) + (vH) = 0x y (16)

Eliminating u and v from (16) by using (8) and (9), we have the

governing equation written in terms of the surface variable l;,

l;tt - C (gH è;x)x + (gH~y)y J = 0 (17)

If we seek wave solutions of (l7) of the usual form

i CT t~ (x,y, t) = eC, (x,y) (18)

(19)

Eq,'iiation (19). may be succesefully attacked by variationâl principles

(with appropriate boundary conditions).. If we require the normal

derivative of q, to vanish at a vertiçal wall we may express (5' in the

variational ratio
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2
fS

g
= I H( /:/ + t;/)dA

rC, 2 ci
R

(20)

(Specifically, the minimum of this quotient over. all contin-

uously differentiable functions è;. onR subject to fc: dA = 0 is
R

the lowest eigenvalue. This min:ium is attained for a function ¿;which

t. f' ò¿; 0 "'R )sa is ies ò n = on 0 ·

Shâllow Water Waves Ìrn a Rotating System

We wish to consider the previous problem in a rotating systan.

Rotation prOduces Coriolis forces an a centrifugal .force in addition

to those previously found. This results in a system of equations

similar to (7), (é'), and (9). These may be written

p = - f g( z -l; ) (21)

dU f + '7 O.
;r - v g L,x = (22)

dv
"'t + fu + g¿;y =- 0 (23)

and continuity

z't. +. (Hu) + (Hv) = 0x... y (24)

where f is the Coriolis frequency (=- 2w) ~

If we again Seek wave solutions of the form (18), the equations

of momentui (22) an (23) and continuity (24), become (taking g == i)

io- u - fv + Y :: 0L. x

io- v + tu + ~ y :; 0 (25)
i õ~ + (Hu)x + (HV)y :; 0
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It is possible to solve the first two equations of (25) for u

and v in term of ~, provided the determnant

iC) - f
= f2 _ (f2 (26)l6 =

f io-

does not vanish" If À =1 0, then the equation corresponding to

(17) is

(H( -CJ¿;x ~ ifl;y) J x. ~ (H(c -a-("y - if ~ x) J 1 (27)

= ((j2 _ f2)o-~

If the rotating fluid is supported by a slightly concave bottom,

over snall regions in the (x,y) plane H is approximately constant. The

case H constant is an interesting mathematical situation for which the

equation (27) simplifies to

2 . 2 2
-Ho- 'i ¿: = cr ( cr - f )l: (2.8)

If we exclude wave frequency cr = 0, equation (28) may be written

where

\)2 ~ + k2l" = 0
0-2 - f2

H

(29)

k2 _

or
(T 2 = Hk2 + f2 (30)

The condition for the nornalcomponents ofn. and v to vansh

on a vertical Wâll is exrèssible :tn,the form

i(¡ .~.~ + f 'ò.~ = 0õñ ãš (31)
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where .n and s are orient êd ás' folows:-

It is interesting to notice that for a given value of k,

the cr produced by (30) is higher than that for the non-rotating

system, uness imaginary k occurs.

Mathematically, (31) is interesting since if f * 0, the

eigenvalue a- appears in the boundary condition which is not the

standard Neuman problem which we would have for the case :t = O.

submitted by R. Duty

K. Gross
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Fluid Dynamics: Lecture #6, 7/6/60 Dr. Howard

Waves in a Rotating System (con' t)

ShalloW Water Approximation.

The relevant equations for wave motion in a rotating frame,

restricted to shallow water were derived in the previous lecture.

i()tAssuming a periodic solution in time of the form e the equa-

tions become:

i c. - if v = () ux l(a)

i i, + ifu:: (JV
y

i(Hu) + i(Hv) = a-~x y
l(b)

l(c)

if 0-2 =I f2 it is possible to solve for u and v in terms of ~ ,
giving:

1

(itT/:x + £¿;J
2(a)u =

(í2_f2

= 1

1 i C!C; Y - f t; x)

2(b)v
() 2 _f2

Now if H, the water depth,is a constRnt~ the insertion of equati?ns

2(a) and 2(b) into l(c) gives

where L:2 =

2 2 r
- a-H.6 ~ = ()(er - f )~

2

ò2. d2
~ + ~2 the 2-d laplacian.ôx òy :.

2(a)

The associated boundary conditions were presented in the previaus

lecture as:
icr d i. + tai; = 0, on the bound~MTõñ Oš -" 3(b)

It is intéresting to note that the eigenvâlue (J à.ppears

in the boundary conditions as well as in the differential equation.

This means in turn that one can't apply the usual theorems. for the
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eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a self adjoint operation.

Veltkampl showed that with the original set of equations that

the usuâl theorems can be applied in that case, with a suitable

Hilbert Space formulation.

Geostrophic Appro:ximation.

We investigate the steady solutions of equations (a,b,c)

i.e. those solutions with õ = O. It is necessary to return

in this situation to the original set since equation (Ja) becomes

the trivial equation 0 = 0 for (f == O.

Equations (1, a, b, c) become:

v = ~x:T (4a)

~vU = - T (4b)

(Hu) + (Hv) = 0x y (4c)

Substitution of (4a) and (4b) into (4c) yields:

(H 'x)y (H~y)x = 0

We note that this equation issatisfied by any 4 if H is constant..

For the case where H is not a constant we find that:

H ¿; = 0y x

" (~,Hl_
ò (x,y) - O.

Equation (5) then tells us that lines of constant C; will follow

H c. -x y (5)

This m~ be recognized as simply

1
Veltkamp, G.W. Spectral Properties of Hilbert Space Operators

Associated with Tidal Motions, April 1960.
Doctoral Thesis Royal Univ. of Utrecht, Utrecht,
Holland.
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the contours of constant H, a:ndany such L: gives a solution.

Waves on an Infinite Plane

Consider the Case where 0=1 0, () =F f, and H = constant. Then

62 i, +

is (3a).

2 f2cr -
H

~ = 0 (6)

the governing equation

Å sSUIing ~ = -ikx ia- te e we find that the requirement demanded

by (6) is that:
() 2 = f2 + k2H (7)

This shows that () 2 ;: f2 is required for a plane wave solution.

The velocity component perpendicular to the wave normal (here we

have arbitrarily picked the wave normal along x) is from (2b):

v = 1

CJ 2 _ f2
ikf e -ikx eia- t (8)

Case where G =:tf

i

In the situation where CT :: +f we can no longer solve for u and

v in terms of C:. The original set of equations becomes:

+ f fu + iv L :: i ~- -) x (9â)

- if1 u "t iv) ::il.
y (9b)

These imply that

i l; x
il; -

y

:::: ---i = + i

or
i( t, x + l l: y) :: 0 (10)
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Now if we write ~ = a + ib

Then using the above equation

a + ib + i(a + ib) = 0x x y y
Setting the real and imaginar parts separately equal to zero

gives two equations for a and b:

a + b :: 0
X - Y

b :¡ a = 0x y

(lla)

(llb)

For the lower sign:

a. = bx y (12a)

b =-ax y (12b)

~e recognize these as the Cauchy-Riemann equations which shows

that a and b are harmonic functions and that l. is a complex

analytic function of x:: iy.

If we define

z = x:¡ iy
-z = x l.iy

then we can show that the condition (10) is equivalent to the

statement that

d~- = 0
~ z.

(13)

and s 0 .~ = ~ (z)

Case_?f Variable Depth

The governing equation for wave prOpagation in shallow water of

variable depth, derived in the previous 1ectìlre(eqi.. (27)) is:
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H L - õ.è 2 ~ J + Hx (- () ~ x + if' Y J

+ Hy (-o-4y .; ifc.xJ = 0- ((f2 _ f2)~

(14)

If we suppose that H varies in a linear fashion as:

H = Ho + f3 y

and if f3 is snall we will neglect the variation in aii situations

except where derivatives of H are involved. Eiuation (14) becomes;

Ho(-d-JÓl,J + f1L-cri,y~ if¿;xJ = cr((j2 - f2)~ (15)

If we look at solutions of the form

è: = e-i(kx- O"t)

then equation (l5) requires that

Ho (+a-k2 J "" ¡3 kf =
2 2(J (0" - f) (16)

or:
() 2 = i + k2 H.. f!o d-

This ìs now a cùbic eqUation' for () . When'¡.= 0 we return to

our qùadratic'for., and the solution for constant depth shallow

water waves"

We may solve equation (l6) by rewriting (16) in the form:

cr 2 _ i _ k2 H:;: "" 8 kfo r- (J
Plotting each side of the equation separately and finding the

solutions at the intersections.
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),

· solutions

(j

()2 _ R2 H 0 - f 2.

(,ß¿.O)

Solutions 1 and) correspond to the waves associated with near

constant depth motion while solution 2 represents very low

frequency waves and are called Ros sby waves. Note that for

ßkf \i . .the Rossby wave we always have ~.. 0, i.e. waves travel

(phase velocity) in only one direction.
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Infinite half-plane with periodically oscillating boundary:

Consider the infinite half-plane x ~ 0 with the

boundary x :: 0 oscillating periodically, i. e. ,

\ U i citU :: e
x=O (17)

Case I: (j2 ~f2

The equatlons to be satisfied are, as before,

u= 1 (io-C: +f¿; )((J2_f2) x y
(a-2 _ i) y6 C. + H. c. = 0

(18)

(l9)

The solution for t.. is

¿':: Ae -ikx (20)

and substitution into (l9) shows

2 0"2 _ f2k ::---- (2l)

Substituting ¿; into (l8) and remembering that the time

)' icrtdependence of c. is e , one sees thät at x = 0

Ueicrt 1
(id-) (-ikA)eiCit::

cr ~ _ f2

or A - U(a" 2 _ i)
ko-

U fI L2 _ 2 J
(22)f::

CJ

Thus the equation for the surface is t, :;. -ikxAe , where
k and A. are given by (21) and (22) respectively..
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Case II: ir2 ~ f2

The solution of the above equations for ~ (i.e. equations

(19)) is

~= A -kxe , (23)

where
k2 = f2 _ 0-2

H (24)

The solution of the form l. = B ekx must have B:: 0

since the height of the surface must remain finite as x~ 00.

A is found in the same manner as before to be

iU .(; r 221A= -a- vH¡lf -0- (25)

From equation 2(b)

v ,= (12 ~ f2 (-fA(-k) J e-kx

== ifU e-rt ~(i2-l x, (26)
a-

using the above expressions for A and k. Thus there is a component

of velocity in the y direction. (There is also, of course, when

cr2 ~ f2). Note the restriction to the neighborhood of the coastline.

.Infinite half-plane with fixed boundary:

The equation for 4 is as before

2 2(d- - f ) ~
H

c6 ~ + == 0 (27)

and the boundary condition is again

io-~ + f i. = 0x y at x = 0 (28)
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We try a solution of the f om ~ = ~iky ø (x). Substitution

into equation (27) shows'

cptt' _lPk2 + (~2 H- i) ~ = 0

or
2 2 2

,pll + (0- -~.. - k H) ~ = 0 (29)

The boundary condition, equation (28)'H becomes

, ti't(r 'fa) .. ikf ø c 0) = 0 (30)

and 1iU) must remain finite as x ~ co ..

Thus ~ is given by

= _ Ii + k2H _ (12 \ø e H x, (31)

if () 2 c: f2 + k2H

and equation (28) becomes

_ ir j ¡¿ + k~H - (l~ ' - kf = 0 (32)

Equation (32) implies that () and k must have opposite

signs. Since the phase velocity of the wave in the y direction

is given by 'f, the wave. must be traveling in the negative

direction.

Rewriting equation (32)

f2 + k2H _ 0-2

, H
k2i=
cf2

or (J 2 ( (J 2 _ f2 .. k2H) + Hk2 f2 _ 0

or 2_2 2 2(0" -r)(o- - k H) = 0 (33)
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Since the above anâlysis is based on (j2=tf2.

Equation (33) imlies

0-2 = k2H (34)

2 2 2
If cr ~ f + k H we get complex exponentials in x.

To produce a standing Wave one must have an incoming and an

outgoing wave. In that case, in view of equation (1) and

the corresponding equation with the sign changed in the

exponential, the equation for q; would be

/~ f2 k2H'
~ = cos V' . - H -. . (x + ex), (5)

where 0( can be determined by equation (2:8).

The wave number in the x direction is given by

t = jCí2 -Hf2 _ k2H \

or cr2 = i + (e2 + k2)H (36)

Veltkamp has investigated in a general way the solutions for an

arbitrar domain, also including a different boundar condition

appropriate to a portion of the boundary open to a deep ocean.

Some of his results are as follows:

1) For a box of constant depth and solid walls the spectru

of eigenvalues consists of isolated points including zero. For

every eigenvalue except zero there is a finite number of eigen-

functions.

2) For a box of variable depth and solid walls those eigen-

values not contained in C -f, ~ have the same character as those
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in the above case. The eigenvalues contained in C-f,fJ

consist of either an infinite number of point eigenvalues

(probably with zero as a limit point, although this has not been

proved) or s orne continuous spectra of eigenvalues.

3' If the boundary is partly "coast" and partly open sea,

then the spectrum of eigenvalues contains the whole interval

L-f,f J ·

Submitted by J. Pedlosky and R. Ellis
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Circular lake with uniform depth

Consider a circular lake whose radius has been normalized

to unity and a time scale such that the acceleration due to gravity

is also unity. The differential equation satisfied by ~ , the

height of the surface, was derived in lecture five to be

2 2l: ~+ (J ~f Ä = 0 (1)
The boundary conditions that there be zero radial velocity at the

edge of the lake (r = 1) is, in polar coordinates (r, e ),

iC-~r + fL,e = 0

)

at r,= 1 (2 )

We look for a solution of the form

. ~
¿; = ein rp (r) (3)

The boundary condition then becomes

lP'(l) + :l ~(l) = 0 (4)

and the differential equation becomes

ip"' + ; cp t

2;l+r
2 2()H-f ,.

'r = 0 (5)

O~ r ¿ 1

The singularity at the origin is characteristic of polar

coordinates.

Case I: m = 0

:I (j 2 ~ r2 the solution to (5) is
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qi = IocI¡r/r2:r) (6)

where T (r) is the zero-th order modified Bessel function whicho . . '
equals J (ir).

o

But the b01ldary condition is now

~'(l) = 0 (7)

Since cp l (r) = 0 only for r = 0, there are no eigenfunctions

for c:2"" i.

Thë case cr2 = f2 would have to b~ investigated separately

since equation (1) is based on ,(J2=1f2.. (In fact there are no eigen-

2' _2
functions here either).. If CJ ;; r the solution to equation (5) is

l' = Jo ( jrr:_¡d r) (8~
where J is the zero-th order Bessel fuction.o

By . equation (7)

Jot (1--1) = 0 (9)

Thus, the eigenvalues for this case, which we shall denote by

dm (0) to indicate that they correspond to m = 0 ,are given by

O"m (0) =' -t/f2 + Kn (0)2H', (10)

where
'. . i

J l (K (0)) = .. J (K(o)) = 0o n 1 n .
It can be show that in this case there is a e-component, of

velocity but that there is a.xial synatry..
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Case II: m~ 0

Let 0(, À and K be defined as follow:

~=oC
cr - (n)

d-2_1- :: Á == itH (12)

Then equations (4) and (5) become

.." 1 m2 HÀ J.'l +r-CPl - 2CP + 't
r

= 0 (13)

q,l (1) + ex qi (1) = 0 (14)

We will now consider Ìl to be the eigenvalues and 0( to

be a parameter and find the possible vâlues of À .

For À ). 0 the solution to equation (13) is given in terms

of Besselfuctions, viz:

¿p = A Jm(Kr), (:15 )

where K is given by equation (12). The boundary condition,

equation (14), is now

K J l (K) = - oc J (K),m m (16)

where the prime denoteS differentiati.on with resp.ect to Kr. .

To find the possible values of Koocording to equation (i6)

(and hence the possible values of À in view of equation (12))we

graph K J l (K) and - O(J (K) and find their points of intersection.m m
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For oÇ~O the graph is as follows:

~y
!

i

I

(j) y = -':: Jm(K)

CI y = K Jm' (K)

,~
',f / -\".

-"

\--":.,...,,~.__._--,--=-.,-="',.-~~~_..-

,

\

\

\\
,..,.--- - ,K

" ".
"~/ \ .-- - . -'---'-Ì".~-'-a'l-1J-'-~~"" ,I':-__". / /

.(6...............- , /. ....../-...

Fig. 1

Let b denote the vaue of K for which the graphs intersect (see

Fig" 1). As eX gets small b approaches point a on the graph, i.e..

b approaches a root of K J ,( K). As ct gets large b approaches
m

point c, i.e.. a root of -O(Jm(K)"

For 0( c: 0 the graph K J l (x:) is unaltered but the graph of
m

- 0( J (K) is reflected through the K-axis. Thus for small negative
m

::xthe solutions to equation (16) are still the roots of x: J '(K)
m

. as before but for large negative ex tlle solutions approach the roots

of - ex J (K) which are the roots imediately preceding the roots of
m

- oC J (K) approached by the solutions for large positive (x'" Thus
m

if biO approached the tenth root of -O(Jm(K) for large positive c: ,

it would approach the ninth root for large negative "'.

These resUlts are most easily seen op a graph of the eigen-

values (rlhich we will now denote by À n to distinguish them) plotted

against ;: as in figure two"
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). ( 0()n

À (oc)
3

;i (0():i

À (eo)t

oc
0( = -m

I
i

Fig.. 2'

The ). intercepts on this graph are equâl to K 2H where Kn n
is a root of KlJm(K). The asymptotes (dashed lines) are the lines,

,). ( .oc) = K2H where K is a root of - ex J. That the first eigenvaluen m n m
intercepts the line À (0-) = 0 at oc = -m can be seen by considerinn

the asymptotic behavior of J (K) for small K (i.e. small ,A). Form

small K

J (K) -- ciÇ
m , (17)

where c is a constant. Therefore,

KJ l l' m c ie
m

(18)

and equation (16) becomes

mo¡l=-cxc¡l (19)

L-. or
m = ... oc (20)
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To complete the graph in figure two we must consider the

case À c( 0" Then the solution to equation (13) is

cp:: A Im( Kr) , (21)

where I is the modified Bessel fuction of order m.
m

Equation (14) then becomes

K I ' (K) :: -û(J: (K)m m (22)

Since I and I i have the same sign, there are no eigenvaluesm m
for o(). 0" For:~~. 0 we graph K I ,( K) and - 0( I (K) as before inm . m
figure three.

Y t

i

I

i

I
i

Q) Y:: K I i (K)m

cv y:: - 0( Im(K)
K

Fig" 3

Thus there is a single point of intersection and therefore

only one eigenvalue less than zero.. As.r; increases negatively the

eigenvalue increases negatively as shown by figure three. Since

I (x) :: imJ (ix), J and I have the same sort of asyptotic behavior,.m m mm .... ,
therefore, the graphs of À1 (0() forA iiegative and for À positive

join together at c( :: -m~
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The complete set of eigenvalue curves is shown in figure four.

Also shown in figure four is a typical curve which shows the rela-

tionship between À and 0( according to equations (ll) and (12).

Substituting the expression for 0- in equation (11)

~.

À/OC)
\

) t)
'.,

". '. "'~ '"
..-~__.._,.._.. '~'"'.m____,...._._...____.__,. . n"_

-,-..._- ..._.... ...

~f~- -

/

Fig. 4

into equation (J2), one obtains

2
À = t2 ( ~ _. i)

oc
(23)

The intersections of the two sets of curves in figure four

detennine the eigenvalues for the problem at hand. We are now think-

ing of :f as a parameter and noting the variation in CJ with f as

. ': 2determined by these intersections. l"Gr -nall vâlues o:f f, (S ~).

and from equation (23) an figure :four one can see that the possible
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values of À are approximately equal to the vertical intercepts

of the À (cx) cures (i.e. by equation (12) ,
n

CJn = K2 H ,n (24)

where K are the roots of K J '(K~, Rewriting equation (l2),n m
one òbtains

iT 2 = f2 + À. (25)

Therefore, for ali positive values of À, /d-I ~ \ f \ ..

From figure four all Àn's are positive for all values of f(f = cr;)

except Ài and are bounded by two successive values of K 2H where
n

K ara the roots of - 0( J (K). We now have the result that then: . m
() n curves (n;:l) lie qutside the wedge () = 2=f and between two

hyperbolas (see equation (25)) determined by two successive roots

of -/;J (K).
. m .. . 2The ()l cure also starts at KJ H for f = 0, where is is the

first root of K J t (K), . and is bouned from below by the hyperbola
m

corresponding to the first root of -o(Jm(K),but it crosses the wedge.

When .Ai= 0, (T= -if by equation (25). It can be shown that the

cr 1 curve is as appears in figurè .five, where all the above results

are show..

There is a diagram similar to figure five for each value of m..

There will Pe exàctly'oñ~. (J curve which penetrates the wedge for each

value ofm. EachliÍie t == cònst. wi~ll intersect some of these curves
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d-

f

"coast wave"'

" d- = -f

Fig. 5

inside the wedge and SOme outside the wedge; therefore, as f is

increased the number of "coàst waves" is increased.

Variable Depth: The case of a circular lake with a paraboloidal

bottom was investigated by Lamb an the case of a depth given by

H ;: ~o +. ß l. was investigated by Veltkamp. Same results for a

circular lake with a depth function H;: H(l"), where H ia arbitrary

but sufficiently tlwell-behaved", areas follows:

T. Surface varation independent of e:

For this case the differential equation for the surface

variation is
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\1. (H \7c,) +. (cr2 - f2) ¿; = 0 (26)
If () (0) are the eigenvalues for no rotation, then the eigen-n

values for the rotational case are given by

cr n = ~J rcrn (oD2 + f2' (27)

II.. Surface variations given by 4 =eÍIe cb(r):

In this case the differential equation for 1 (r) can be

written

(rHlt it + (_ :2 H + ~ HI + r(cr2-l)J ~ - 0 (28)

We also require that ~ be regular at the origin and

satisfy the t 011 owing boundary condition (zero radial velocity

at the Erge of the lake) :

cp i (li + ~ ~ (1) = 0 (29)

Again we have nonnalized the radius (r = 1) and chosen a system of

time units so that g = 1..

We proceed as before 'bY' making tlie following definitions:

0(:: mf (30)()

(rH cPt)l +

):: () 2. _ f2

(28) and (29) became

2

L- ~ H + ~ H' + r ~J cp

(31)

Then equations

:: 0 (32)

~.I (1)+Ct ~ (1) = 0

The discussion of this problem will be continued in

supplementary notes.
submittedbyR.. Ellis
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The eigenvalues Ìl are given by the extreme values of the

quotient of two integrals, as usual in such Sturm-Liouville problems:
i

ì. :: I fJi Hrp'2.+(¡f¡. -()H')cp1d.+O(H(¡)Ø(J)~
.£' /1 ~~ dJ

From this we see that if Ht c: 0, (i. eo the lake is deeper in the. 2 2center), then ). ;: 0 for .:: )0 0 so if mf/(S:; 0, (J - f . / 0;

if we take m"/ 0 this iaeans that there are no waves with 0.. (j.c f,

though the possibility -f c: () 4. 0 is not excluded. Again if

Ht ~ 0 (e.g.. for a rotating horizontal tank with a flat bottom) we

find Ì\"/ O. if 0( ~ 0 i.e. .for m;'O there are no waves in

-f ¿: cr 0: 0 but possibly are in 0 ¿. cr ~ f.

We now.investigate the behaviour of À as a function of 0( ..

If we var 0( , the eigenfunction cp changes also, but from the

extremal property of the eigenfunctions this part of the variation

of the quotient does not affect À to first order. We thus have:

dÂ _-1IH'4/~rh + H(í) lP (OJ.-e -
f /7 ø?-~

and this holds for each eigenvalue, 4 being the appropriate eigen-

function. Let us consider from now on the case of a lake which gets

cD.
shallower toward the edge, i.e.. HI ¿ 0.. Then we see that oloe ) 0,

so that each of the eigenvalues is a monotone increasing function

of 0(.. Usig the original formla for À , the aböve expression

for the derivative can be written:

rlÎi _~ I r A _ tG H,p'i +T' H "'JdJ J .cÁ fJi ~ '-dJ
o
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or oL (g-) _ _-l
eJ 0( - 0( '2

SIr :i ... ilc tiHCP' .+.7!.HØJ1''1

JIt cp'/. d;io

It is clear from the original formla that all eigenvalues

are positive at d.. = 0, and since d). '/ 0 there, this is cer---
tainly true also for small positive ,::. Let,y ,be a small positive

o( for which À = ) I :;. 0 .. Then since d.~ (X) .. 0 we have,

for c: '/0',: À(QÁ) -~.çO, or À(i:)~~ oc "Thus for positive0( 0(1 0(1
d. J À (t:) increases, but no faster than linearly. (Actually,

usually much more slowly than this). As ~ decreases from 0, the

various, eigenvalues À ( oc) also decrease. We c an in fact show that

they all approach -- 00 as 0\ ~ - 00 under the assumption

- H';; Kit ; for some positive number K. For then from the original

formua for~ we have ( c: ¿ 0)

") ~ ~' (7H cl/.2+ 7i H cP 2) ~t

J~ø?cl/¿() .
~ H()ftlr~/'J+ ?¡~-¿Jd/l.

J'l lt'L olito
where Ho is the maximum depth..

-f 0( k

+ d. K

,Now Courant i s miimax principle characterizes the nii eigen-

value of the original problem as follows: let Uí') . . .L:_/

be n-l fixed functions.. Calculate Ìi from the original quotient

of integrals, using a rp which is ortpogonal to 7IJ' ,- ~ -I inthe

sense l~ ø li d.it :: 0 . Among all such Ø).5 i1 find the minin

value of Â .. Now var the 1)$, and flid the maxim of these

miima.. This will be the nth eigenvâlue.. Now, in the above inequal-

ity for À. ; we observe that for the fied'set i-)".., ~ -I ' the
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left-hand side is always less than the right-hand side, and thus

the miimum of the left-hand s ide is iess than the minimum of the

right-hand side, for each fixed set ir,...) Vñ _/ . But then this

alSQ holds for the maxima of these minima as we var the V-IS .

But the maximum of the miima on the right-hand side is 0( K + the

ntl eigenvalue for the problem with constant depth Ho and no rota-

tion, a certain fixed number ).(0) , so we have
11

À (~) ¿ ì(Ø.) + 0'1,IJ I' 'l
which shows that ÀI)(eX)-7 - 00 as 0( -- - 00 .. To find the

. () - f diagam for the problem we must find the intersections o¡f

the curves A.:: Æ (0() with it = .t'i (;: -)).. With the inormation

we now have we can sketch these curves in the À , ex plane as follows:

)~(o()

. ,-(0()

)/~)

-f~

The intersections give the eigenvalues 1 and hence the frequencies of

the waves. Thè intersection a.t ). = 0, 0( = -m, corresponding to (J~::.:'2

0(
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may be extraneous.. For investigation of the condition under which

it really gives a wave see problem ll.. The intersections marked R

correspond to tlRossby wavestl, C is the li coast wave", and the other

waves are relatively small variations of the waves present with no

rotation..' The õ - f diagram is easily obtained qualitatively from

the above and is given below"

/
i

f

For an explicit example, see problem 12..
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Reference on Courant '5 minimax principle: Courant-Hilbert,

tlMethods of Mathematical Physics", voL. 1, chap. 6, § 1, 4;

p.405 in the EngliSh edition.
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In the la.st rew lectures the motions of incompressible

fiuids or constantdensi ty in rotating systems. were considered.

Sane examples or incompressible rltl;Ids with vaiable density in

non-rotatin. systems will now bE! considered.

Two Imscible Layers:

Consider a fluid

composed of two imiscible

layers, each with constant

density but different from

that of the other layer, as

shown in figure one.

The equation of the di$turbød

free surface will te given by

z = (;1 ' (1)

and that of the disturbed interface

z = -II + h2 (2")

In this case Euerlsequ~tionsare applicable (see Lecture

2). Thus, .. .
uit +

p.
V' (.2 +:ti gz) :: 0, i = 1, 2 0)

n -+ _.v · '11 - O. (4)

We look tor waves in the x-direction with no y .variation,

i.e.,. we assue
di ~ ~i(z)ei(crt..kx) (5)
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The following notations will be used:

(0) 1\ i(.o-t-kx)Pi = Pi + Pi e , (6)

where 1'1 (0) = -Pl gz

P2(0) :: tigH: - t2g(z+H:)

(7)

(8)

As usual we write
-l ~ ~ -+ui = úi i + Wi K + vi j

and equation three becomes

i~. _ " --rii (J~ -ti
iia2. l"io- ~ - 1'

= 0 (9)

= 0 (10)

Á fA Pli (j Wl + 0~ = 0 (11)

. A
i rrw2

P2f

+ t2' = 0 (12)

The equation of continuity (see Lecture 1) . states

-i~ + ~l = 0 (13)

'l~ .1 l-i!\l.2 + w2 = 0 (14)

At the surface z = ¿;l we must have Pl = o and that the

verticâl component of' the surface velocity equals the vertical

component of the particle velocity, i.e..,

~
- €\g t;i + ~l (1)) -- 0

(i5)

and
A. ..

i a-l;i = W¡(O) (16)
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In equations (15) and (16) ~l (l;l) and Pl ('1) have

A . 1\..been replaced by. wiJO) andpi(O).. Le., we are assuming smal

disturbances.

At the interface the vertical component of the surface

velocity must equal the vertical component ~f the particle velocity

and it must be true that

e im. Wi =-
iJ -t!:£ Hi

'"
8.'- Wz.

a~ t,-Hi
2

(17)

ó' 'Iurn p
t~ ~.,H i

;z 1

€ú ..P'2:i -¿ t.¡-Hi ;; (18)

Le.., . the pressure and the velocity are continuous at the interface.

Thus we obtain the following equations:

( 7') 1\ (. ) i(o-t-~)- ti g -Hi + ~2 . + Pl -Hi e .

= figii - f2g è;2 + P2 (_~)ei(.O"t-kx) (19)A . A IIw2 (-l:l) = iC-¿;2 :: wl (-B¡) (20)

Again we haV'e assumed smâll disturbaneeat the tnterface in writing

these eqìlations so that, e.g., w2(-H¡ +l;2) is replac~ by ~2(-H)..

Equation (19) m&, be rewritten åSA A . A
(t 2- ti)g '2 = P2(-H¡)- Pi (..H¡) (21)

We now have six variables (u., w.,. Pi)' six differential.
J. J.

equations and six boundar conditions which can be solved by ordinar
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techniques to yield

1\ ft. K2 A ,W.- w.i i == 0 , (22)

A K2
wit (0) :: ~ ~l (0) (23)

f2t¡2J. (-Hi) - ti~ii(-ii) gK2A .. .~~2"
. fJ 'f '.. :: 2 wi(-HiF w2(-lí)'2- 1 û CS (24)

and A
w2(-H2) :: 0 (25)

A 1\. Thus wl and w2 are given by

Ç¡i :: ...-l ~. sinh kz + cosh k~J (26)

1'
w2 = A2sinh k(z + H2) (27)

If these are substituted into equations (24), two linear

homogeneous equations result. In order for there to be a non-

trivial solution the determinant of the system must vansh. This

yields
2 2

( t2 + t 1 tanh.KI tanhKD) (~K)

~
- P2 (tanh KH + tanhKD)Ifg (28)

+ (P 2 -ti) tan KHtanh KD = 0, where D == H2-H:,

2
which is a quadratic in (fI ). The appl"oximate solutions of this

equation for a few cases will be considered.
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Case I: Wavelengths short (or Klarge) with respect to Hi and D,

i.e., ~~). l, KD.; ~ 1.

In this case tanKR% tan KD ~ 1 and equation (28) becomes

.:¿:¡.. . (0-2.)Ct2+ti)(fr) -2tz.V -i ta - ('1 :: 0 ~ (29)

which can be factored into

f~-.M(f"+fi)¥-(f"-çi)J = Ò
The two solutions of this equ.ation àre d- K = 1 and. .' g (30)

()2 tt-Pi .
gK - l'a+ti.

From equations (16) and (20)

A

~2 =~
A
Wl (~Hi)

Lti ( 0 ) (31)

2
For ~K = 1 equation (31) becomes

A
~
e~ = e-KHi ¿, ~l (32)

Therefore, for (j2 = gK, the amplitude of the surface wave is much

greater than that of the wave at the interface, the so-called lnternal

w,ave.. The two waves are also in phase. For (12 = f.i - PigK t:¿+ fi
. ¿;.~

~i
r: (~ +fi). J

- Losh KHi - .fi-f'J sinh KHi

= 1 .. r" e ..l(J1i_ 0 e JtJO1.J. .

P~--fi L (3. . ... 'i ,..)
(33)

"

which is ~~l since KHi~~l and sinceta. -= f2 in most cases. One

way. to interpret the internal wav:e. is tQ think .ot the effective value

of the aee...~ration due to gr"'ty- as bein g( ~:~) . The surface
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Case II: KD-'K(~-H.);:~L,~ not necessarily large.

In this case tan KD:: 1 and equation (28) becomes

fS2 2 . . 0"2
( t 2 + f 1 tan KI)( gK) - f 2 (1 + tanh KH1) gK

+ ( t 2 - t 1) tanh KH = 0 , (4)

which can be factored into

,; Lcr2
(- - i) - -gK gK (t2 - fi)tanh KH

t2 + ti tam KH
= 0 (35)

Note that if Kri :;,. l, this reduces to equation (30) as expected.

Also if f 2 = 00 which would correspond to a hard bottom, this

reduces to the fonnula for a lake of finite depth and constant

density.

For ,; -
gK - 1, equation (31) becomes

e2 = e-KHi

~ (36)

..
and the two waves are seen to be in phase, though 42 is not

"-
neces sarily small compared to t, 1.

2
(jFor gK = (P2 - Pl) tan K~

t2 + Fi tan ir
, equation (31) becomes

"
l: 2

=~
- f1 ~ en;
(f2- Pl)

, (37)
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and the waves are seen to be out of phase. If t 2 differs onlyA A
a little from P i' c;2è will be large compared to C;l'even if KH:

is not large.

Case III: KHi 4~ 1 'and KD ~ c: l:

In this case the hyperbolic tangents may be replaced by. 2 .. .
their arguments and tiK H:D may be neglected compared to t2"

Then equ~tiQn (28) becomes

(iJ':)2 .. 0"2r2 gK -f2(K~)gK + (t2-ti)(KH1)(KD) = o , (38 )

The solution tothisequ~tionis given by

~ =
gK

KH2 ~ j (~)2 - 4(1- ~) (KH:) (lI)'

2
(39)

If 1'1 ~ f2 ' then 1 - ~~ 4":1, am the roots of equation (39)

are nearly

(j2
KH2 (40)gK

=

(j2 (l
ti DHi

(41)gK
=

- r;)K -ç

where these roots are obtained by a binomial expansion and by

neglectin second order and higher terms.

. Since the phase velocity is given by 'k ' it is seen that

there is no disp~rsiQn in this case"

2
For ~K = .KH equation (31) becomes
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"
l;æ D
~~ H2 (42)

which implies that the two waves are inphase.

For t he other root
"'

t,2 -~

~ ~ D(l- ti)
P2

(43)

which implies that the two waves are out of phase, and usuaiiy" "\
~2 "; '; '1"

Contirnous Variation of Density:

The hydrostatic pressure p for a fluid with contin-
o

uously varying density 10 is given by

p o(Z) =. ( fo(i)gdz¡; (44)
~

This implies

~
\JPt¡(z) = -gf' o(z)k (45)

The linearized equations for this case aras follows:

a lI :-
Po ~t + \7p + g pk = 0 (46)

~
\J.u = 0 (47)

õ~(e-po) + ll.npo = 0 (48)

Subtracting equation (45) from equation (46),

o at.. ..:
\ 0 rt + \l(p - po) + g(~ - f o)k = Q (49)
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We make the following notationâl definitions:

" i(o-t-Kx) (r!0)p-pspe ;)o

f- Po =- f ei( a-t..Kx) (51)
and look for waves in the x-direction, i. e.

U. = u"'(z) ei( crt-Kx) t, e c.. (52)

The above equations imp;Ly

2

( t oW')" - L g ~ Po~ 1+ ~2 .t'oJil - 0 (53)

and the bounary conditions are

K2w' (0) = g - ~ (9)
. (J 2

(54)

~(-H) = 0 (55)

" Kz
It can be shown that if H = 00 , thenw = e an

0"2
- = 1 is a solution.. This solution is the surface wave.. If
gK

H :f co there is also a II surface. modell, but we cannot give it

explicitly until f 0 is specified..

If 01 = ~ ' then the varati0iiia formulation of the

Sturm-Liouville problem states that

re f-o w.2 + 0( f; i ~2)dz .. o(f'o(O) ~l(O)
:: -H..- i?

"r02f 0' ~ dz;

""a

(56)
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If the two terms involving 0( were absent, then the right-

hand side of equation (56) would be positive and no (negative)

eigenvaJueswould exst. The term 0( fo(O) i2(o) may be regarded

as responsible .for the surface wave, the other term as responsible

for the internal waves.

We now determine how K varies as '" varies. By the extrem

propertieS of -K2 there is no change in _K2 as ~ varies; therefot&,

the total derivative of -K2 with respect to oc is equal to the partial

derivative of _K2 with respect to ot, i.e..,
o

di _¿ Pot w2dz_ PoCO) ~2(0)= (57)- ëi fOf. ~2dz
-H 0

dK2
If to:; o and Pot.': 0, then do( ~ 0 which implies that

the phase speed is an increasing fUnction of wavelength.

Groen showed that the period is an ;increasing function of

wavelength.. We get . this resul tbya different method

J fQ ~12~).. .

ro .12fo w dz
-H

as follows:

,- dP :1(,.: 2 -
- dõ = õ( ~K - (58)

This follows directly from equations (56) and (57) and can be

rewitten as

CXdr=l+
K2 dQ

o

-k fp w:2 d~o .
_2 ( " 2
r J Pow dz.,

-H

(59)
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But 0( dK2 _ d log K2

K2 doc - d logo(
,

K2and since 0( = L we can write
a-2

logo( =. log g + log K2 -log ~

2d logei __.. 1 _ d log CT2 --1-. _d log (Jwhich iilies -
d log ~ d log K d log K

These equations imly

(0 .P o~12 dz
-H

2 '(0 1'2. (0 A 2K ) f 0 w dz + fo Wi dz
-H -H

d log ()2
d log ¿

=

which clearly shows

o ~ d log r: .e 1
d log K

This implies that ~~ ~ 0 or that the period is an increasing

function of wavelength.

d log cr

d log K
'= log ~ ': a-~ :-0 Ko 0~i ~log r:

0-0

. so .a- canot grow faster than linasrly with K. Actually it grows

much more slowly.

pressed and we have only internal, waves. Then

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)
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K2 =
~ (0_ fi.1 ~2dz; _ l a ~l2 dz-H 0 -H I 0

ro 2D. ~ dz.
-H (0

¿-
o

0( r - f 01 ~2 dz
-H
o 2

( to'W dz.
-H

since fo~O. This can be written

fo t 0' A 2oi - -f o,w dw.-H fo
(0 t 0 ~2 dz

-H

if)~

~ 0( max (_ fo~)

to

. gK2 f' 0 '= ~ max (- ld )

This implies
2 Fo~

0" ~ g m8x (- --)
T'ò

Q.E.D.

For a surface wave d-2 = gK. These results are shown in

figure two

internal waves

K
Fig. 2

,I

(65)

(66)
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Hydrodynamical Stabili'y: '¡

Let us consider the flow of
Y2.

a non-viscous fluid of unform density

between two plates with no external y ~ x
Fi. 3

forces acting. Let the basic velocity

-+
u 0 be given by

~u
o

= u(y) 1. (67)

We want to consider what happens to the fluid if thé motion is

perturbed.. If we let 'Û be the perturbed velocity, then the

linearized equation of motion is

aü -(.) 'd1Í
o t + u y ói + vü t (y) i + \J 1 = o , (68)

where v.= it · j , the component of 1f in the positive y-direction.

The equation of continuity reduces to

\7. íI = 0 (69)

and the boundary conditions are

v(~l) = v(Y2) =. 0 , (70)

where Yl and Y2 are the ordinates of the two plates.

The Rayleigh approach is to look fora solution with an

exponential time dependence, i. e. ,

u = ei(K1...ta -a-t) (71)

If () has a positive imaginary part, then the perturbation will

grow exonentially..
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If equation (71) is substituted into (68) and (69), the

following equations result:

ut + ii iku + WI + ik ~ = 0
~)

v + Ü ik +.i = 0t f
(70)

(71)

wt + ii ik + il ~ = 0 (72)

ik + il VI + Vy = 0 (73)

Combining equations (70) and (72) yields

(ft + ~(¡2++~;. +N : .(2' vu' +c 5. N + .(2' ~ = 0 (74)

Rewritin equations (71) an (73) yields

(ã~ + ik) v +~r = 0
.i(ku + i. w) + vy = 0

(75)

(76)

If we make the following definitions:

u= ku+:.w
- ¡ k2 + 12 ~

of..?':; k2 .12

(77)

(78)

P*= ~pk (79)

t*:i !! toe (80)
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then equations (74), (75) and (76) can be written

( k* . + io( u) U + vlt + i 0( r = 0

(ft~~ + iO\ U ) v + r = 0

(81)

(82)

i 0( U + Vy = 0 (83)

These equations are seen to be the same as equations

(70) through (73) with w =0, u = U, t = t*, p = p*, k ~..~

(cZ is called the total wave number). Thus the three dimensional

problem has been reduced to a two dimensional problem (since w = 0).

This is nSquire f s Theoremft which also holds when viscosity is

'I

6

in91uded. We see that if the starred equations are unstable, then

so are tha previous equations âlthough a longer time is required in t

than in t*, i.e. the most unstable wave is two-dimensional.

If' v =: ~(y)eiO( (x-ct), then the Raylei.h Equation results:

(- ) (" 2 A) - AU - C V" - 0( v - u"v = 0 (84)

Here we are considering 0( as being fixed and c as beiIi the eigen-

value although this is not an ordinar eigenvalue problem.

Since w = 0, it does not appear in the equation and we are

free to assign it a new meanng. We make the followng definitions,

to simplify writing and follow a fairly standard terminology:

w(1) == ü(y) (85)

1\ . ""
V == -i ()'t (86)
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I

Equation (84) may then be written as

(w .. c)( 4'" _'021) - w"lp _. 0
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Rayleigh Equation

The equation governing the instability of parallel inviscid

flow was found in the last lecture to be:

(w- c) ~~tI _0(2~J _WI1 ~ :: 0 (1)

with associated boundary conditions for rigid walls at Yl and 12 t

~ (y 1) == cp (y 2) == 0 (2)

cp is the stream function and the velocity ampiitude in y- is

related to cp by the relation

/\1.= -icxqi

and W is the steady flow whose stability we are investigating.

In equation (l) we regard c as the eigenvalue and think of

c. as a known parameter. It is the object of the stability analysis

to determine the function c == c( ex).

In certain circwnstances it is beneficial to approximate

ur(y) in equation (1) as a profile of piecewise linear segments to

simplify the anâlysis. The difficulty encountered in this procedure

is associated with the singularities of u.ll(y) at the corners of the

approximate profile. To escape this difficulty we would like to

restrict the range of the equation to each linear interval separ-

ately and then join solutions at the corners. It is therefore

necessary to investigate the jump conditions on the solutions across

the discontinuity in the profile. Consider the profile shown below,

with a discontinuity at some y .~et y _ be to the left of the dis..

continuity and y+ be to the right.
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w(y) i~ i~
i yy- y+

Equation (l) may be rewritten as

C(w..c) cp' .. w' cp J'
2

.. 0( (w-c)~ == 0 (3)

Integrating this equation across the discontinuity yields

y ry+(w-c) ~, .. w'4' J + ::r:2. (w-c) cp dy

y- .Y-
If we regard cp as bounded in the interval the right hand side of

(4)

(4) goes to zero as we let y+ approach y _. The jump condition

becomes:

(w-c)~' - w' ~ is continuous. (5)

This equation is identical with that obtained by integrating the

1\
momentum equation for -1 in the y direction and demanding continuity

of pressure across the discontinuity in w(y).

Therefore
(w-c) q,' - w' l :: X; X is a continuous function of y. (6)

Rewriting equation (6):

(-Î)t ==w-c
X

2
(w-c)

(7)

Again integrating across the discontinuity:

y+ y+

-l :: J
X

dyw-c 2

y- y- (w-c)
(8)
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The right hand side is e qual to zero if Im c =F 0 when

y+ -+y_.

The second jump condition becomes:

.: is continuousw-e (9)

Thus condition is essentially the conservation of streamine

tangency across the discontinuity of w.

Helnol tz - Instability

!s an example of the above development we will investigate the

flow

w(y) :: sgn y :: ~

y

w(y)-1

For y.LO equation (1) becomes

(..l-c)( cptl .. 0( 2~) :: 0 (10)

if e t-..i (we are looking for unstable solutions with Im e *0)

we obtain as a solution to (10)

if == AeOlY (11)

The solution è"'o( 1 is disregarded because it increases without bound

as ., goes to .. 00 .,

for y :: 0
(l-c) 1 øtf .-ix2 ~) :: 0
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With the solution

l:: Be - ory (12)
c1-1

Using the continuity of pressure and stremnline slope t equations

(5) and (9)) we obtain

A
-!-c = Bï: from (9) (13)

(-l-c)( o(A) == (l-c)(- o(B) from (5) (14)

Dividing (14) into (13) yields:

(1+c)2 :: 2-(I-c) (15)

Therefore
c == + i

The instability mode thus grows with no propagation as might be

gues sed by the original syetry of w(y). The growth of cp. goes

~t .as e since
4'== 4'(y) eiol(x-ct)

Plane Couette F.ow

As another example we investigate the stability of the flow

w (y) == y -1 ~ y ~ 1

Equation (l) becomes:

If c is not in (-l,lJ

(y-c) f ~lll - o(2q¡) :: 0 (16)

2

cpt! -ex ~ == 0 (17)
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There are no solutions of (17) which satisfy the boundar conditions

cp (l) =: cp (-1) = O. The only other alternative is that y = c at
some point in (-1,1 J . In either case there exists no solution to

(16) which is unstable.

To find the eigenfunctions of (16) when c is in C-i,lJ we

consider the equivalJnt equation

cp" _cx2 ~ = d (y-c) (18)

The solution of this equation is the associated Green's function:

cp = K sinh ~ (y + 1) sinh 0( (c-l) y,¿ c

:: K sinh o((y - 1) sinh ex( c+l) y~c

where K = 10( sinh.c £X

We now investigate some general properties of equation (l).

I. Imaginary part of c -: O.

Equation (1) is

(w-c) ~ ø n - ~2 4) - wfl'p = 0 (19)

The complex conjugate equation is:

/-. 2-;(w-ë) t ~ 't -0( ø _ wll ~ :: 0 (20)

Where the bar denotes complex conjugation.. If we associate ø with

some function 't then 'f will be a solution of (l) with eigenvalue

c.. In other words if there exists a solution which decays it is

accompanied b. a solution increasing exponentially in time.

If we muitiply (19) by qi and integrate over the interval:
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jY2

. ~ l¡" - 01 2 ~ 4i - ::c cP ¥ - 0
Yl

(21)

If we integrate the first term by parts we obtain:

fY2;¡ A." -, IY2 5 -/ i _ rY2;¡1 A.'~ll ::; øø - ~cp:: \P 'lYl Yl Yl
since lP (Yl) == lP(Y2) = 0

Then

~Y2

) f i~' 12 +0(2

Yl

IcP ¡2 + wii(w-~)
Iw-c¡

lI 'L

IcP J J dy == 0
(22)

Writing c:: cr + iC; and equating real and imaginary parts of (22)

to zero separately we obtain

rY2

) f l4'r .. 0(2 I~ 12 +
Yi

W~(W-C ),.. r

Iw-c\2
lkj2 J = 0 (23)

C"
'L (2 ~ /q,j2 dy

Iw-cl2
:: 0 (24)

Yl

If (24) is to vanish then clearly wtl must change sign somewhere in

the interval so that for 01 -: 0 W'l; must be zero somewhere in the

interval which leads to Rayleight s Theorem, which states that:

The existence of an infection point of w(y) in LY1' Y2J

is a necesßar condition for instability.
I,',
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Tolliien has shown that if the profile is even in y or is

a Boundary Layer type profile then this condition is also sufficient"

(See Lin "Theory of Hydrodynamic Stabilitytt Paragraph 82)..

Equation one may be rewritten since

i (w_o)2 ( ,l) J' = ((W-O) '" i - W14)' = (w-o) p. - w. ~

Equation (1) is then

i (w_o)2 ( w!o)')' = o(2(w-d (w~oJ (25)
(jmultiplying by and int~grating over the interval:

w-c

(2 f_. f(W-O)2 (l)j'dP r20(2(w_o)2 f!c¡Z dy (26)Yl w-c Yl
Integrating the left hand side by parts and using the vanishing of

~ at Yl and Y2' equation (26) becomes

Y2 1 2
- r (l-) I (w_o)2dy =

Yl

2 ry 2 2
Q( . (w-c)

Yl
lw!cii dy

(27)

writing (w_c)2 :: (w-cr)2.. c,i 2.. 2icL (w..cr)

we equate the real and imaginaIj pars separately and equation (27)

yields the two equations
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,'Y2 J

J dy( i (áit+0(2 Iw~J
Yl t (w-cr)2 - c10 = a

(28)

C¿y(2 dyfl(£)'(+ o(21Jl J tw - cr J = a (29)

From øquation (29) we see that c must lie in the range of wandr.
we see that equation (28) places a restriction on the magnitude

of c1.' since (w-cr)2 .. ci2 must take on both signs in (Yl'Y2).

For an odd profile in a syetric' iíitervä1 we can indicate that c

wil probably be pure imaginar. One argument is b. syetry;

i.e. that there is no preferred direction for Wave propagation.

Or we may say that

Since w(-y) == -w(y)

if cp satisfies:

~ tl _0(2 ~ wtt l--- == 0w-c (30)

then 1-= l (-Y) is a solution if we change the sign of c. Now the

complex conjugate of ~ satisfies (30) for another c namely ë.

Arguing from the uniqueness of c( 0() we may infer that 'f == ct

so that -c = C which means c. = o.r
If W is odd and -a := y -=a and c is pure imaginary and

wlt (0) == 0 is the only inflection point in this interval we can

infer the following: For c ==Lci equation (23) may be written as:
L.;
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/,Y2t

\ . i~it +~2 ~12 +
)
Yl

WllW

w2+lcI2 i~ijdy = 0 (31)

This clearly canot be satisfied if WllW 2:0 in the complete intervalo

We conclude that WllW~O to be unstable.

To find a condition on the magnitude of wl'w to admit instability

for odd flows we will use the relation

fdyl~f ~ .l~ tiy 1~12--a -a (.32)

which holds for any cl of class c' which vanishes at + a.

Then using (31) and (32)

0= _Ý~fltl'i"+",~i~i\ ;;~':¿I' iq,iaj ~ ('(la +~~ lll2-Jj ('33)~ -~
or ~ ~~~i"(vim~ 1fiøl2.eL~

~
0': LIT! ~ t M Lm u.'\,A. W .wIt w"Thus for instability not onl must -- be negative, but max(- -) mustw w

exceed íi ~ a. 2. .

Bickley Jet

Consider the flow

w(y) 2= sech Y

wed)
r-~-~ --

~
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For this flow

Wi = -2 secr?y tan y
2 2 4WU = 4 sech y tanh y - 2 sech y

:: 4 sech2y - 6 sech2 y

The inflexion point wn (y) :: 0 2
occurs at sech y = 2/3 i.e. where

w = 2/3.

The result of Tollmen and Lin about the existence of

intability when there is an inflection point in certain types

of profile gives in fact the existence of a neutrally stable solu-

tion with
c :: w(y s) ; wlt (y s) = 0

We illustrate this with the present example, setting

c =w(y ) :: 2/3.s

Equation (1) becomes:

(seCh2y - 2/3J (~ll - 0(2~) - (-6 sech2y 1 i sech2y - 2/3)4' :: 0
(35)

Rewiting (35)

cPtt _0(2 ~ + 6 sech2y ~ :: 0

or

cptt = -6wip +cx2cp (36)

,l 2
A solution to (36) is 'f :: sech y; 0(:: 2. Note that

~ = where. In general this is not the case, as we see by tryng w in

eq1l.. (1):

(w-c') £ wlt - ol2w j- wnw = 0
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_awll; _ ex 2. ( w- C)w == 0

which just happens to' be satisfied. for the sech2y profile with

0( = 2, c:; 2/3. Another solution is

0(:: C == 0, cP =w:. This holds in general. In a more general case

the trivial solution 0(= 0 is admissible if ~is taken equal to

w-c and (w-c) :: (w-c) :; O. Now it is always possible to find theYl Y2
second solution from the first trivial solution for the second order

equation (1). It therefore seems worthwhile to expand solutions

around 0( == 0 to facilitate solving (1). The significance of the

eX == 0 solution lp:; w-c is that for 0(:; 0;

u == w(y) + A pi (y) == w(y) + Aw'(y) (37)

v==o+o

utilizing the fact that cp is a stream function of the perturbation

and that ~ :; w-c for 0( :; O. Then it is clear that this perturbation

solution is just a shifting of the basiç flow in y from y to y + i. as

shown from (37) since

u = w(y) + AWl (y) == w(y + A) to first order..

submitted by J. Pedlosky

and Bob Ellis
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Thermal.Convective Instability

We wish to investigate the stability of a layer of fluid

subjected to a linear temperature gradient. Consider the situation

A layer of fluid of depth d is kept at temperaturesTi an T2 at

z = 0 and d respectively .We wish to consider the stability of the

static solution of the hydrodynamicâl equation with respect to a

perturbation in the temperature field.

We will utilize the Boussinesqequationsderived in lecture

#3. They are, after linearization to investigate stability to in-
finitesimal disturbances (Û; p, 8):

dÛ
'" t. + m?0' . Po

~ ~
0( g8k = )) .6 u (1)

..'V. u = 0 (2)

òS ~
at + u .. V Tt) = K6. e (3)

where

To(Z) :: Ti - ß z :: initiâl, steady temperature

0( = expansion coefficient of the medium

e :: temperature perturbation

Th~ boundary conditions fall into two classes. For the case where the
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planes z = 0, z = d are rigid walls, the boundary conditions become:

Rigid walls e(o) = e(d) = 0 (4)

~ ~u(O) :: u(d) = 0

For the case where the planes z = 0, z = d support no tangential

stress (so-called "Free" boundaries) the bounar conditions are:

(The free boundaries are impermeable)

Free boundary

Q(O) = e(d) = 0

du dv
õž=òz; = 0

w(O) = wed) = 0

(5)

on z :: 0, d (6)

To reduce the number of variables under consideration we form

the curl of equation (l), to obtain

~.-- -- ~
õt curl u - o(g grad e x k :: Y L\curl u (7)

We note that the vertical component of the vorticity satisfies a pure

diffusion equation. To be able to reduce the number of' variables to

a more tractable scale 'We take the curl now of equation (7) obtaining:

a ~ f--~)~ (- .èu) - 0( g t t7 9z - ñe k f =
y¿t 1. li)

(8)

If we consider the vertical component only:

fi 4.. - o(g (( à:~ + ¿~)~ ~ yf,¡, w (9) .

The energy equation (3) becomes

"( 9
'õt -(. w

:: K L: 9 (10)
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The boundar conditions become: for rigid walls:

w(O) =: wed) = 0 (11)
and since u and v vanish at every point in the planes z = 0 and d then:

at z = 0, d
d U _dV - 0
ir - ôy - an therefore from the continuity

equation õw au 'ò
-~ = ~ + ãY = 0 on z = 0, d (12)

For free boundaries èquation . (ll) is also true but equation (12) is

replaced by the condition of absence of shear on the bounaries; from

continuity:

ò2w =~ õ ou Ó dv = 0
- "' ~ - 'õ "õ (13)

z = O,d

To solve equations 9 and lO we expand in a set of eigenfunctions of

the equation:

..f d2 ?rj 2õ~2 + :- Un + k Un = .0òy

This equation should have the proper boundar conditions tb allow

a convenient expansion in our problem of the form

2 w(t,z) U.(x,y)n n
9(x,y,z,t)

(14)

~ e(t,z) U (x,y),n. n

2a2
if we write k = ~ and then choose d:: 1.

d

We may repliace the lfi:placiim :in equations 9 and 10 as:
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6 = ~~ _ a2:: D2 _ a2
oz

(15)

equations 9 and 10 then became:

o r 2 2ì
ôt iD. - a J w~ +

ocga2e = )) (D2 _ a2)2 w (16)

~: - f3 w - K(D2 - i)e (17)

In every equation here, and to follow, the variables wand e are

the current transformed variables. For example in equations 16 and 17

w:; w(z,k,t). We consider the initial value problem of a temperature

disturbance at t :; 0 of

The pres ence

~
e :; eo(Z,k)) at t :; 0
W'= 0 J

of initial conditions suggests

(18)

the use of al1aplace

transform. Denoting the transform variable by Pi equations 16 and

17 become under transformation

rp -)! (D2

L p - K(D2

a2)) (D2 _ a2)w + 0( ga2e = 0

a2)J e - pw :; eo

(19)

(20)

where now

t:1 =
(e(.,k,p))
L w(z,k,p)j

We will investigate the simpler example of free bound~es in more

detail.. The boundar conditions in this case:

w:; wt! :; 0 on z:; 0, d

suggest an expansion of the form
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-0
Q = £e sin niTz (21)i n

øD
w = ~ w sin n7T z (22)n

oø
Q = ~B sin n 1Tz (23)0 , n

In the rigid wall problem, while wand Q can be expanded in sine

series, the boundary conditions are such that it is usually not

legitimate to differentiate these series term by term, and the

problem is essentially more difficult.

Substituting equations (2l), (22) and (23) into (19) and

(20) we obtain the following algebraic equations:

-l: F vtht F ijJ 1 n2-, + a21
w + o(ga2 e = 0n n (24)

LP + K(n21l2 + a2)J en - (5Wn = Bn
(25)

Solving these equations for Wn and Qn we obtain:

2B geXa
Lu = n .n fpenominat0rJ

Bn (p +V Ln2ir2 + a21.cn2112 + a2Ü

fpenominator J

(26)

e =n (27)

(DenominatorJ =
r,2 2 21~(. 2 2 2 J ( 2 2 2,1 grr ßa2J
Lnn +a . p+)I (n 11 +a) p+K(n Tf +a )J .~ 222.

n 7T +a
(28)

which may be Written as:

(nenominatorJ = (n2 1f2 +. i) i p - p +l tp - p _ )
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-(K+Y)(iir2+i) +
4 . 2(K-)/ )2(n2TT2+a2) + gO(ß a
n27T2 +a 2

(29)p.:t =
2

W may then be written as:n

Wn = f:ç;::Jfp+:pJ (~p+ - p-~J (30)

The solution after taking inverse Laplace transforms will be:

- ~B ngo( a2J f-..i .1 L. p+t - p-t J
WYI - 2 2 2 _ e e

n Tj +a P+ P_
(31)

Now the sum of the roots p+ + P,; is always negative.

of the root s is

The product

Jl+P_ =
2

Y K(n21T2 + a2)2_ gO( ß a
2 2. 2n 1f +a

(32)

Since the sum of the ròots is always negative at least one of the

roots is negative if they are real.. It follows therefore that if

p+ and p _ are real the requirement that at least one root is positive

real (instability) is that

pp ~ 0+ - (33)

The marginal case p = 0 occurs. when

2)2 .g.o(!. i ='IK(n2 '1. 2 + 0Y'l a -2 2. 2
n 1T +a

(34)

If the roots are complex (they will be conjugates) equation (29)

shows that they will be daped oscillations not contributing to

instability ~ Equation (32) shows that the most unstable mode for

a fixed horizontal wave number, a, if! when n = 1, :i..e~ when (32) is

most negati ve~
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The condition for Marginal stability (4) is

g 0/,8
-V k

= ( 112 + i)3
2a

(5)

When (35) is made dimensional (d * 1) the non-dimensional parameter

on the left hand side of (5) becomes g o(1k d4 This number is

called the Rayleigh number (= R).

If x and yare infinite in extent we can find that hori~ontal

wave number which minimizes R

dR :: 0 yields
ef

2. 2a "= + or that

the minium Rayleigh number for marginal stability R. = 656.. min
"Principle of Exchange of Stabilities"'

Pellew and Suuthwelllwere able. to show that for the case of

marginal stability and instability the exponential time dependence

must be non-oscillatory , that is p is pure real for instability and

therefore p = 0 for marginal stability in the case of rigid walls~

We were able to show. this explicitly for the case of free boundaries

by. examining the roots in equation 29. This is Íit feasible for rigid

walls because of the difficulty of the exansion of the type shown in

equations (2i, 22, 23) for the rigid walL. However, for the rigid

wall, moreg eneral methods can be used.

First multiply equations (16) and (17) by ;¡ and ë respectively.

(Barred quantities are complex conjugates~) Then we integrate over the

1
Pe11ew ~Ad Soutpwel1, "Proceedings of the Rqyal Society~ A 176 1940pp. 312-34). ~
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region z = 0 to z = 1.

1

r -2Terms like dz w D w

o

1

= wDw r

o

1

r nWDwdz
o

. The integrated term vanishes because of the vanishing of w on

the boundary.

r\¡ D4 w =
o

Terms like

1
W n3 w I

o

1

) ~D3w.dZ
o

1 1
= w n3w I - nW2w r +o 0

1
( 2- 2
) D w D.w dz
o

= ( r D2 w 12 dz
o

since Dw = w = 0 on z = O,d

Equations (16) and (17) become whep integrated in the aforementioned

manner after multiplication b. wand ë respectively:

1

P r-) dz

. .. 1
(li)j2 + i llifl )If 1(1 D2d+ 2a~IDwI2+a4IwI2 J dZJ

1

+g~ i r w e. dz = Q

o
(36)

1

p r \e,12dZ
o

1 1
- Kfr _¡riI2 - a2IeI2d~J- p r ëw dH 0o 0 (37)

Taking the conjugate of (37) and muitiplying (37) l;y gO( 802, ~d (36)
1

by (J we add to eliminate the terms in r (3 adz,.

o
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The resulting equation is

Pr -(3 tlnwl2 dz + (a2lwl2dZJ + p rg(/ a2 r \ 6\2 dzLo 0 0
- 'YfFt dz ¡ifw 12+ 2a2¡ nw 12 +a4¡ w ij+ ga~KiriDt'2+i le\ 2 dZJ

-, 0 (,8)

In equation (,8) only p is complex.1therefore when we equate

real and imaginary parts of (38) to zero separately we obtain the

two equations:

Preal f-lJ(-f) + g aQ/.2 (+)J - ß r+) = 0 (,9)

Pimag t -13 (+) - gO(a2 (+)) = 0 (40)

(+) stands for quantities that are positive definite an mUitlplyA 2the parameters ('" and gao( .

Now examine equation (40). If p. ~O then t must be .i 0 fori.ag T

(40) to hold. If ~ .: 0 then in (,9) the only way for the left hand

side to vanish is for p al is c: O. It' P al.i 0 our solution is are re
decaying one since we have assumed a solution with time dependence

ept. Therefore all oscillatory modes, as in the free boundary case,

are damped and p must be pure real for instability with marginal

stability given by the condition p:: 0"
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In the case of marginal stability (p = 0) the governing

equation can be reduced toone-sixth order equation for w(z,k,t)o

(D2 _ a2)3 + a.2R w = 0 (41)

The boundary conditions for the rigid walls are

W :: WI == (D2 _ i)2 Vi = 0 OIl.= 0, L
,

(42)

To form a variational statement of (41) and (42) we multiply (41)

by (D2 _. i)2w and integrate between z = 0,1, After integrating

by parts one

iR

obtains:
1

rr; 2 22 J22C 2 22 2o ~(D -a ) w + a.. (D -a ) wJ
. 1 . 2
f QD2 _a2)2w J

o

== (43)

The reason we do not multiply equation (41) by wand integr.ate is

because the boundary conditions are such that the terms obtained by

integrating by parts do not vanish. One can also show tha.t the

eigenfunctions of (41) make (43) a minimum, which sets the usual

variational problem J ~ 2R = O.

To approximate 0( 2R in (43) we do not guess aw since w is

differentiated five times in the integral which will aggravate any

error in w. Instead we guess a function

conditions

2 2 2
g(z) == (D -a ) w and solve for w utilyzin the bounary

w(O) = WI (0) == 0

w(l) == wt (1) == 0
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and then substitute in (43). Pellew and Southwell (1) obtained in

the case of rigid boundaries a minimum value of R of 1707..8 for

marginal stability which occurs for a horizontal wave number, a,

of 3.13. For mixed free and rigid boundary conditions they obtained

a value for R. of 1100..min

submitted by Joe Pedlosky and Bob Ellis.
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Boundary 1.ayer Theory

i

Boundary layer theory was introduced into the structure of

fluid mechanics by L. Prandtl in an attempt to investigate those

flowsituationa in which the effect of viscosity is, Confined to a

narrow region. In viscous nows one of the most obvio,;i:,. effects of

viscosity is the introduction of the bouna:r condition of zero slip

on all solid bounaries Q In certain circumstances it is hi this

region only that viscosity need be considered a.nd this reg; or is

called the boundary layero

Consider the problem of a flat plate starting to wove in its

own plane in a fluid initially at restQ If the viscoui: boundary con-

cltion is observed then since the fluid is initially at rest eway

from the plate and is moving at the velocity of the plate on the

plate9 there will exist at the plate a sheet of infinite vorticity"

The vorticity will diffuse into the fluid and the spread of the vor-

ticity is given by J 4 V t~ In locally steady flows such as the problem

. of entrance to a channel~ where the velocity is initialy non zero

on the boundaries, the vorticity will be carried downstream as it

diffuses from the chanel boundary. In such problems the characteristicx . .
time t becomes Ü' with x measured from the channel entrance, and the

region of the channel normal to the walls~ affected by viscosity is

therefore on the order of ¡ 4;?: '0

In all of these problems the common feature is the possibility

of neglecting the action of viscosity external to a region (usualn-

small) near the boundaries.¡ where high shear existso
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Den vat ion of the Boundary Layer .Equations

(Prandtl's approach).

We consider a planar 2-d flow shown b~loi,r.

T
b

ul

l~
Ul is the velocity at the point J where the action of viscosity is

no longer important. The distance in y, the boundary layer thickness

J , where this takes place is difficult to define with precision

but is qualitatively where the flow reaches a certain value which is

agreed upon to be considered a free stream value. We wish to derive the

equations of motion within this region á " Our previous discussion

leads us to believe that J:: 0 ( lti ') so that for flows with low

viscosity J is to be considered a small quantity.

The Navier-Stokes equations for two dimensional" incompressible,

viscous flow are:

Ut + UU + VU :: V tUxx + Uyy)
P;x

_ --X y t
Vt + UV + VV :: -vtvxx +Vyy) 2x y f

(1)

(2)

with the continuity equation

U + V = 0x y (3)

If the U velocity is taken to scale with the free stream

horizontal velocity which is 0(1) and derivatives in the y direction
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are 0 (l/o ) tÍfnes the considered function while" derivatives in x

are 0(1) times the considered function,

Then U = O(l)

Uy = O(~)

U = O(L) where Ò is .a small numberoyy ¿e:

The continuity equation when examined term by term for order of

magnitude i. e.
U +V =0x y

0(1) +! = 0õ shows that V must be = O( ¿)"

If 6 is of the order of IT then the same type of examination of the

momentum equations leads to:

Ut + UU. + VU =x y
0(1). 0(1) g ì =

vJuxx + Uyy J - ~ Px ì
h 0(1) o(l- ) J

ô
(4)

_ ~ l 1vt+VV +uv - 'V V +v =-py x ..:X YY f Y
Öi(~)+ O(bJf+ 0 l$) = ó.2o t d)+ .0 ( ~ J

(5)

Now the equation for V clearly shows that p = O( õ) which means that
y

the change in pressure through the narrow boundary layer region is of

order d'2. and will he neglected"

In equation (4) all terms are of order unity except the first

term on the right hand side which we will neglect since it is of higher

order in Ó" The final boundary layer equations become for O~ y ~ J "

pxUt + UUx + VUy + f =

11 + U = 0x y
p = 0
y

)) Uyy (6)

(7)

(8)
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The boundary conditions are:

U(x, 0) :: V(x,O) :: 0

U (x, Ó ) :: Ul (x)

The vertical velocity cannot be prescribed at the point y:: Ó reflecting

the fact that we have, roughly speaking, substituted a first order equa-

tion (8) for the second order equation (2) for V.

This procedure for solving for the flow within the region

o ~ y4Cd ma.y be considered the second step of an approximation scheme.

The first step would be to find the solution of the Euer equations

for the region. These non viscous solutions are used to determne the

pressure field within the boundary layer.. When equations 6-8 are solved

with this information the V velocity which is introduced by the viscous

effects will in general affect the potential flow, acting as a mass

,

source into the potential region.. This new potential flow will tlien

be used to calculate a new boundary layer flow.. This procedure could

be, in principle, continued until the tlcorrectll solution is obtained"

Outside. the boundary layer where viscosity is ignored the pres-

sure gradient is determined by the Euler equation

Ult + UiUix := .. 7i Px (9)

if p :: 0 from equation (8) then within the boundary layer we may use
y

equation (9) for the pressure. This is the real advantage 'of the

boundary layer technique.. The problem remains non-linear but the

pressure field may be considered a known quantity within the boundary

layer ..
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One of the difficulties associated with this problem is the

non-uniqueness of the solutions of the Euler equations. For instance

for the geometry shown below two different flows are often seen, the

zero circulation flow shown here

-: / ¡/~~ ' ."-- .- z,ero
cirCation

and the separated flow shown below"

=~
nl4 wake-s eparated fl ow

~ ~

== ---i~--
However once the model of the inviscid flow is decided upon the

solutions of the boundary layer equations follow, as outlined above.

The above derivation of the boundary layer equations gives a

fairly good physical picture of the basis for the approximation, but

is perhaps not so clear from the mathematical standpoint. Another

approach is the following. Suppose the physical situation is dien-

sionally characterized by a length scale L and a velocity scale ~, which

might for instance be a measure of the size of the obstacle and the

free stream speed at large distances. From thes e and the kinematio

Uo L
viscosity V we can form the single dimensionless parameter R = "f

choosing L for unit of length, L/Uo for unitReynold! s number), and by

2of time, and f U, as unit of pressure the equations take the dimensionless

form:
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Ut + UU + VU + P =!R (U + U )x y x xx yy

Vt + UVx + VVy + py = ~ (Vxx + Vyy)

U +V = 0x y

We now suppose we have a solution of these equations

corresponding tp flow past an obstacle with, say, a sölid boundary

on y = Oø We consider two limiting processes associated with

11-70 or R ~ 000 In the first, we consider a fixed point in the
flow, off the wall, and look at the limits of U, V,etc.. as R -- 00 .

We expect, except for non-uniformities in the convergence, that

this limiting flow will be a solution of the limits of the equa.tions

as R -- co ,

~and l~U =
i. e.
~
Ue

of the Euler equatioins. 'V'ie call this limt l~,

the external flow. It can presuably be found by

solving the Euler equàtions, but will in general not satisfy all the

viscous boundary conditions.. . -4 -+
Thus the convergence of U to U as

e

R -l 00 cannot be uniform, and we may expect the non-uniformity to

occur at the wall, the convergence 'being uniform in closed bounded

Sets which do not meet the wall. (This is not proved, except in

certain vaguely analogous linear problems, but there is good reason

to think it is true in many cases of interest..) Boundary layer

theory attempts to understand the nature of the non-uniformity by

studying a different type of limit of the exact solution, lim2e

For this liritin~ process, we allow the pçiint to move toward the

wall as R ~ 00, in such a. way as to preserve some of the higher

derivatives in the equations and so permit the satisfaction of viscous
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bounar conditions. We first introduce the new independenti i
variable -r:= R2y and replace V by R-:v.. (The first change of

variable alost forces the second if the continuity equation is to

be preserved as R ~ .0 0 In general, one would introduce

r¿ := S ny, V:= Ë -nv and then try to determine n so that the limiting

equations will have solutions which can satisfy the boundary condi-

tions at y := 0 and match the external flow away from the boundary..

In many cases, like the present one, this determines n unambiguously..)

In the new va.riables the equations become:

Ut + UUx + itUl + Px :=
1
R Un +U Z'z

lrvt + UVx + VV7J + Fi = ~2 v= + Ï¡V1J

Ux + v2 - 0

The formal limit of these equations for R ~ 00 is

Ut + UUx +VUi + Px:= Uzi

Pi ':= 0

Ux +V2 := 0

If these equations are rewritten in the original variables we obtain

exactly Prandtl' s boundary layer equations. ~~e may expect that,

when written in the x, r¿ variables, the exact solution will converge

to the boundary layer solution for fixed x and i ' and that this con-

vergence will be uniform for (x, r¿ ) in a closed bounded set (in the

x- i plane) which meets the wal. This exhibits somewhat more
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clearly the senses in which the external flow and the boundary layer

flow are approximations to the exact solution: they are both lìmits

of the exact solution for R ~ 00 but with different variables and

different domains of validity. There is, however, a connection

between them, at least in those cases where boundary layer theory is

useful. To a certain extent, the domains of validity of the two

approximations overlap; and it is this which links them together by

boundary conditions.. The situation appears in fact to be as follows:

i
except for quantities uniformJ.y small to order R-;, the exact solu-

1.
tion (U) is the sum of a term fo(x,y) and a term go(x, y¿ )(i= R~y)

where g is transcendentally small off y = 0, i.e.o

lim
1-1 Q:

k 1.R g (X.kR2y) = 0 for any fixed k and y =/ 0, (however g (x,O)o . 0
usually is not 0), that is:

i i
U(x,y,R) = fo(x,y) + go(xi T:iy) + O(R--)

If we apply lmi. to this'we get: (for y=! 0)

limi U(x,y,R) ~ fo(x,y)

i.e.,
f 0 (x,y) = U e (x,;))

Applying l~ vJe get the boundar layer solution:

UBL(x, -r) = limrfo(XiR--~1) + go(xi-l) + ° (R-lt)J

= f (x,O) + g (x, n )o 0 i
From this formula we see, since go ~ 0 as -l -700, that
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UBI (x, 00) = fo (x,O) = U e (x,O). ''!is gives the boundar condition

at 00. on UBL. Similar results hold for V. The two can be combined

by use of the stream function -i.. There seems to be good reason to

believe.. that in the situations where boundary layer techniques are

relevant,? the complete asymptotic expansion of "I is the form:

n/ n+lQL 2 oQ 2
'l -. ? R- f (x,y) + ~ n.- g (x, ", ).. n 0 n(.

1.

where 1. = R2y and the gnare transcendentnlly small for 12 ~ co.

The higher boundary layer and external floi-J approximations are obtained

by successive applications of lin and lÍl2 to -i , and involve suc-

cessively higher terms in the tc,¡o cparts of the above asymptotic

expansion.

References:
Goldsteir.,S., 'tModern Developments in Fluid Dynamicsll, C,iap. iv.

Carrier, G..F.,"Boundary Layer Probléms in Applied I'ecl,ariics"
Advances in .Applied l"echanics (l9d~3).

Lagerstrom, P.. "High Speed Aerodynamics cmd Jet Propuls:Lc:ill,
Vol. iv, section B, Laminar Flow.

Kaplun, S. "The Role of Coordinate Systems in Boundary 1.óyer
Theory". Zeits.f.Ang.Hnth.u.Phys. (1954)

Weyl, H. J~nnals of Math.. 43, 381 (1942).

submitted by J. Pedlosky
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APPLICATION OF BOUNARY LAYER THEORY

i. Blasius Problem. We use the boundary layer technique to study

flow around a semi-infinite

plane sheet, as in the diagram.

-- 1ft-.~

1 ",,"
.-"

:t: 0

The free- stream flow U is in
~-----

the x-direction and the sheet is

-x.~ the x-z plane. We then have the

two-dimensional boundary layer

problem - the equations being

uu + vux y
Ux + vy : ~yy 1 '

(1)

with suitable boundar conditions on the sheet (y = 0) and the

matching of u with U at the edge of the boundary layer.

u = 1) , v =-1/y x
, (2)

ip y VJ xy - 1l x-i yy =)fll yy

where -i is the stream function.

Because 1 is arbitrar, the solution to this problem must be

independent of i. - hence, the solution must be a function of '1/~ ..

Thus, we are led to consider the variable e == y j 2~x . :n,etting
')/) = V 2vUx f(e), we have only to substitute the functions '111 111'r 't x' 'f y'
111 lV into (2) to obtain the Blasius equation,'r xy' 1 yy
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f W (e) + f(e)f~ (e) = 0 (3)

As b. c., we ha.ve f( 0) = f' (0) = 0 \ ;

fl ( 00) = i j
(4)

and

which represent the vanishig of u a.nd v on the sheet (y=0),

and the matching of u with U at the edge of the boimdary layer,

respectively.
1

Herman Weyl worked out an iterative solution to the

Blasius problem, which we present below. We first consider the.

function h(e) which satisfies the problem: h 11/ + hh /I = 0
h(O)=hl(O) = 0 ; (5)

h 1/ (0) = 1

--

which is the Blasius problem with the b.c. fl (=0) = 1 replaced

qy the condition h ii (0) = 1.

Then if there exis ts 8. solution h (e) to (5), for which

h'(e) approaches a positive limit as e-700, we can obtain a

solution to the Blasius problem as follows: Let fee) = kh(k6) 0

Then we have fIll + ffll = k4r hIlI + hh") = 0, and f(O) = f' (0) = O.

Now, fl (oo) = k2 hi (QO), and assuming we have h' (00) = M:: 00 ,

M ;: 0, if we set k = 111M, we get f' (00) = 1.. :. fee) is a

solution of the Blasius problem. (Note that k essentially deter-
Ò u . . 0 u ()')'Y' d ()mines oy on the sheet y = 0, viz.) ò- = 2 = U'd fl e

y oy y

= U! U flt (6) ~ du I U r- 3 riV 3 J2 V x óY y=0 = V 2" k h" ( 0) = U I ~ k .

1Annals of Mathô 43, 38l (l942).
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We are thus led to try to find a solution to (5) for which

hi (00) exists and is positive. Weyl provided such a solution as

follows:
h'"From (5), we have -l = -h , which when integrated from

or

8
log hlt(8) = - ( h(t)dt

o

e _f08h(t)dthit (8) = ( 6)

o to 8 gives

Using the identity, h(t) ='~t (th(t)) - tht(t),

we get 8 8
f h(t)dt = 8h(8) - f th' (t)dto 0

8

= 8 r h t (t )dt -
o

8

f th'(t)dt
o

where we have used the b.c.., h(O) = O.

., .
8

f h(t)dt =
o

8

r (8 - t)ht (t)dto
o

lpplying this process once again, we get

8

J h(t)dt = -l
o

8

r (8 _ t)2 hll(t)dt .
o

Substituting this identity into (6), yields an integral equation for

h" (8), 8

- l ¡ (8_t)2hlt(t)dt
h"(8) = e (7)

We will apply the method of successive approximations on eqo (7)

to yield a solution which when integrated twice produces the solution to(5)o
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e .
-! l (e_t)2 rp (t)dtDefine the operator F by F f P J :: e

Then a solution to (7) is given by n~I: Hn(8), where the sequence £ Hn1

. i H :: F fH -ì\, n:: 1,2,3, . . · · ·

is defined by n 1 n LJ
H = 1

o

It is clearly a property of the operator F that: if p ;: -i ,

_.L 83
F(~) ¿ F( "l). Hence, since H :: 1, Hi :: e i. ~ 1.o .

,. , F(Ho) :: l1 ~ F(l1) :: ~,

F(F1) :: H2 ;: F(II) :: H3,

F~~) :: H3 ~ F(H3) :: R4 ,
..
..
..

In general, H .. H_
.2n.. -""n+ 1

and ~n+l .: ~n+2 (n=0,i,2,.....)..

Also, H2 :: F(F1) c( F(O) :: Ho :: 1 (since F1 ~ 0).

H3 :: F(H2);: F(Ho) ::,~ '

H4 :: F(R) ~ F(F1) = ~ '
..
.
l

..

.

.

In general, H2nil? H2n_i and H2n ~ IIn-2 (n:: l, 2, 3, ..... )

0~F1.cH3c:~.oHO :: 1
o ~ Hi ~ H3 ~ H4 c: H2 L. HO :: 1

~ ~ F1 c: H3 ~ H5 c: H4 ¿ H2¿ HO :: 1
...
0:. ~ H3;( ..r~.(H2n+i~..~n~ ... ¿H4 '~2': HO =- ·

all odd indices all even indices
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Weyl shows that H2n - H2n+l~ 0 and so that the sequence converges..

Returning to the Blasius Protleis,

eh
hI (pO) = r h" (e)de

o
(since as a 1:.c., hi (0) = 0)

'0 ø
= f (n ~~ Hn) de 4: r H2 (e) de.o 0

~
Weyl has shown (footnotel) that r Hg(e)d8 is in fact, finite..

o

Hence, hl(oo) is finite, say hl(~) = M t ø (and M,) 0), and as

previously remarked, fee) = .m h(e/lM) is a solution to the Blasius

problem (k = l/(M)..

It may be noted that the convergence of the approximating

sequence is quite rapid - e..g., using the first approximation

_ ,83
Hi = e l; , one obtains hi (ø) = 3"¡ r (4/3) giving k ~ ..484 which

compares favorably with the" exact value" of k, k -: .470.. That is,

even the first approximation is rather good..

One notices in the formulation of the differential equation

of the Blasius problem that there is a singularity along the line

2x = o. Saul Kaplun has studied the general problem of the influence

of different coordinate systems on boundar layer theory and has shown

the existence of certain "optimaPI coordinate systems in which the

2
Kaplun, S.. "The role of coordinate systems in Boundary Layer Theory"..

Zeits..AngoMath.u.Phys.. 1954 or 1955..
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boundary layer solution gives an approximation valid not only in

the boundary layer but esseptially ever,here. For the Blasius

problem, parabolic coordinates turn out to be optimal, and using

these the singularities disappear everyhere except at x = y..= O.

The singularity here appears to be unavoidable in boundar layer

theory .

II. A second example of boundar layer equations is the well-

known Falkner-Skan equation,

f'" + ffll +ß (l- f'~) = 0 (8)

which arises in solving the problem of a boundary layer on an

infinite plane wedge havig a total interior wedge angle (11 ß )"

For the physical problem, appropriate boundary conditions are

f(O) = f' (0) = 0

fl ( tX ) = 1
(9)

!s we are particularly interested in studying the use of boundary

layer methods for solving differential equations having a small

parameter multiplying the highest order derivative, let us formally

allow ß to become large and not attempt to interpret the results

in terms of the wedge problem which gave rise to the original

eq uation( 8) .

If we divide (8) by (J and formally set ß = 00 we obtain a

differential equation of lower order than the original which we call

the reduced equation corresponding to (8).. The reduced equation is1 - f,2 = 0 (lO)
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If we consider 'X = 0 as a boundary, then it is clear f( 7-) as

given by (10) will satisfy the boundary condition at infinity,

and may be made to satisfy f(O) = 0 by choosing the constant of

integration in (10). To satisfy all of the boundary conditions

(9) it is necessary to make the usual stretching transfom.ation of

independent variable

r¿ = -; ¡3 ei

Further, since the equation (8) is non-linear it may also be

necessar to stretch the dependent variable

l(x) ~d(l¡)(3-tr

With these changes of variable the original expression (8)

becomes

-t+JOJ . '' _~Ir-+"la. ( '1 (a.-fr) 1:2)grot + ¿¡g ¡s -+13 1-;9 &:: 0 (11)

We must now choose a and b so that the boundary condi-

tions f = fl = 0 at x = 0 can be satisfied by the boundary layer

solution g of the fom.al limit of (ll) for (3' ~.o , which also

must match up with the external solution (f! = 1) as 'l -~ -0 .

Now fl (x):: g I (~) ß a-b. Theone non-homogeneous boundary condi-

tion on g is then that g f (-i ) (3 a-b ~ 1 as i -,) ex . This

indicates that we should take a = b. (ll) then becomes

gil (3 2a + g g" + (J (l - g(2) = 0

If a ¿: l, the formal limit is 1 - gf2 :: 0, the solutions of which

cannot satisfy the boundary conditions at O. If a). l, the formal

limit is g 1/1 = 0, and the general solution is a quadratic polynomial,

which cannot satisfy both gl(O) = 0 and gl(po) = 1. We are thus
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finally led to a = b = l as the only possibilities for a usable

boundary layer theory. The final i1boundary layer" equation is:

gill + (1 _ g 12) = 0
(12)

It is to be solved subject to boundary conditions

g(O) = gl(O) = 0

g'(.o) = 1
(13)

If we muitiply (12) by gtt and integrate we find

l g"2 + gl - l/3 gi3 = constant (14)

The condition (13) that gl (0) = 0 implies that the constant in

(i4) is C 1/2 g"(O) J 2. Further, letting h. ~ oa in (7) and
applying the condition gl (00 ) = 1 we see the constant also

equals 2/3, which then implies

Cl/2 g"(O)J 2 = 2/3 (15)

In terms of the original variables,

f"(O) = j ¥- (16)

If we now integrate (14) we have g( h.) expreSSed as a simple

quadrature. This quadrature may be executed explicitly if we

substitute the value 2/3 for the constant, and factor the result-

ing cubic into a perfect square times a linear tenn..

Problem: Complete the solution of this boundary layer approximation

to the Falkner-Skan equation and show thati

. f -t f2 tanh (*~)fsi-(-') = ~.. . J ~. (.~l.~ )-
1 + 3 tanh \ f2 (17)
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To compare the second derivatives of f as given by (16) and the

nuerically exact solution we present the table

¡, ~ ~~-
fß(O)

0 0 0..47

,,4 .73 0.86
..8 1.02 1.l2

1.2 1.26 1.34
2.0 i..62 1.68

Rather close agreement is seen for even moderate values

of (J. This boundary layer treatment of the Falkner-Skan equa-

tion is due to P.Â. Lagerstrom. (High :Speed Aero. and Jet Prop.

Vol. iv)

III.. Ekman B.L. Equations

We wish to derive the governing equations for viscous flow

in a rotating system. If we assume the fluid is of constant depth,

i.e. H= constant, and the Coriolis frequency f is constant, we

have the momentum equationCi ~ 4 ~) :2~ ~
ò~ -rjio\l¡1 + l-k X.u +7 'i f -: -V íJ,; - d--

(i8)

Let us hereafter assume the flow is steady, and neglect non-linear

terms. If 11 is small we expect the Itexternal flowtl to be a solu-

tion of the equations ..7 -? I 7!
tr l' X,U + -¡V P ~ - ~ n (19)

-,
\7 · M. ;: ()
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The solution to the above equations is called the steady

t::2f(r-J) (20)

which is the "hydrostatic approximation", and

(.

- (//+2 )"''¿ : 0
fAÅ + ~ 5;; = 0

If we solve the equation of continuity for Èf., and note from
&

(21) that t (l). %rlJfp-= 0 , we see the solutions, M- t' and

1I, of the geostrophic equations are independent of J ..

(21)

Let us denote the flow velocities in the boundary layer

on the fluid bottom by )), if, and W OJ If we take J :: 0

as the fluid bottom, then boundary conditions to be applied are

.M ::;( :: A-if S 0 rn; J -= 0 (22 )

As usual, we introduce a stretched coordinate in the boundar

layer,

~ = 'JJf (23)

where 11 is assumed to be small. In terms of the 'i variable, we

have from (ll)

- t'v +1: p~ =l/ft )Jhh +Mz;t-+AA1rJJ

l v. +1- f~ :: -V Ct 44A. + 147t 7- -1~ d .7

-i f + q :: 11 fï..~ J. + MJ~%-+ ,)))~'J ~A -if, a L;, l"Y: (ì cr j
(24)
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and the equation of continuity

ÁÁ% r~ +(L~ ::0 (25)

From (25) we see if.lÁ and A/are to be of order one, it is

nscessary that Wl' be of order i) T . If we now retain terms

of order one, we have the boundar layer equations

- l (Aí-lV) = ¡. ).)li;i

l (il-~/);: l Af~
.. p. +~ .:0f I~ (-

The first two equations of (26) may be written as

(26)

-i

-t !fM -.u,) + i ('t- 11) J ~ I..' fA. -oM,) + ¿ (AJ -"r, ) J

(27 )

L-;
which is called the Ekman boundary layer equation.

Problem: Find the solution of the Ekan b.l. equation with boundary

conditions

u. ': V':: 0 em 12:; 0 M1t1 2;1 -7)1:: IF.. V; ": () cU "i -, 00 .
Problem: Investigate the Ekan layer at the fluid surface if hori-

~ontal stresses r" and r"3 are applied there and if the suface

is approxiately plane. In particular, calculate.A just below the

boundary layer.

submitted by K. Gross

R. Duty
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Munl s Theory of the Gulf Stream:

Consider fluid in a'
y

rectangular region which has
y", if

been scaled so that the

fluid lies between the pl~nes

y = 0 and y = 'i and between

the planes x = 0 and x = a.
..

X:lL''/
The region is large enough

Fig. 1

that f, the Coriolis parameter, varies throughout th~ fluid; in

particular we assume

f = fo + ß y, (l)

where t3 is small and will be neglected except when derivatives
i

of fare involved. We also' assume that the motion of the fluid

is driven by wind stress which varies sinusoidally with y, being

maximum in opposite directions at y = Ti and y = 0 and vanishing

7i-
at y = 2'

The dimensionless, linearized Navier-Stokes equations are

-fv + P =x )J lj u - A cos y (2)

fu+p =
y

v6u, (3)

where l cos y is the term due to the wind stress (modeled, in this

shallow water theory, by a cody force' and D. is the Laplacian

operator.. The equation of continuity is

u + v :: 0x y , (4)
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io e., we assume the flow to, be independent of ~.

Differentiating equation (2) with respect to y and equation

(3) with respect to x and subtracting the results, we obtain

-f v - fv + P - fu - p = '\ (u - v ) + A sin y (5)y y xy x xy y x
But by equation (l) fy = ß and by equation (4) udy - vd is a

total dìfferential and therefore there exists a scalar function

i- (x,y) such that
u == A

73 'i y
(6)

r

Av == .. ß Lfx (7)

Therefore, equation (5) can be written as

A 1f - -V ! 6. (t¡ . + 1/ ) + A s.in yx i3 xx yy
or

lfl :: i 6 /: ip + sin yx ß (8)

The boundary conditions on ¥' (we take, for simplicity,

vl (x,O) = -i (x, Î() == lFyy(x,O) == y yy(x,:'l) == 0) permit us to
expand 1f in a l'ourier sine series in y. But equation (8) implies

I

that all the coefficients must vanish except the one for siny, i.e.,

~' == f(x) sin y (9)J ..~The value of 7J for the Gulf Stream is approximately 10 '.

using Munk1 ~ value of 5xl07 for the "effective" )) due to horizontal

turbulence.. Away from the boundaries, where 6. 6 tf, is not large,

the first term on the right in equation (8) may be neglected and the
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"external flowll is given by

le = (x + k)sin y (lO)

fl = e (fl II I + 2f" + f) + 1 (ll)

We wish to examine the boundary layer at x = O. .As usual we

make the change of variable

x = 6: Y3 t, (12 )

Then equation (ll) becomes
I.

E-!lf =é(E"-%ft~~tT2é-~,c~l:~~+';~YY¥)~1 (13)~ .,
\ i ¡

Since f is small we neglect all terms of higher order' in e -' i. e.,

f~ : f~E.l;t

\

The boundary conditions on fare f(O) = f i (0) ~ 0

since x = 0 is a streamline and there is no horiz.ontal veloq:ïty

(14)

at x = O.

We now define a new function g as follows:

f=x+k+g (15)

Substituting into equation (i4)

~el + G ~ =~c,~~t.
or

~ e. :: ~ c.l r. ~ . (16)

since e; is snaIl.. The boundary conditions on g corresponciing to

those on fare
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g(O) = ~k

g E. (0) = 0

(17)

(18)

and by equation (10) g -l CJ as ë, ~ 00

The solution to equation (16) is found by elementary tech-

niques to be

g - rL- + C e i! + C e - ~/~ COB IF ~ + Ce - e.h sin f3 E,- -i 2 3 2 4 ~ (19)

The boundar conditions imly

C-C 0 C-kC- k1 - 2 =, 3 - .., 4 - -13
Therefore the complete solution is

-~ r. if j: 1 13g = -k e L cos 2" ~ +.f sin ~ e. J (20)

(cf. Stommel, H.., "The Gulf Stream", Chapter 7,,)

Noh-linear Shallow Water TheoI1:

The equation for flow in shallow water in a rotating system with

gravity is given by

-+ '- ~ 1 ~ -+ g~kut + u.. \7 u + l V' p + fk x u + = 0

The depth of the fluid will be given by H(x,y) and the height of the

(21)

surface by ~ (x,y). 'We will assume u and v to be independent of z and

the pressure to be given by the hydrostatic pressure, i.e.,

p :: f g( ~ - z) (22)

Under the conditions the x and y components of equation (2l) may be

written as
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ll + uUx + V' + g ¿; x - fv = 0 (23)

Vt + uv + vv + g ë; + fu = 0x y y (24)

If the equation of continuity (ý'ou = 0) is integrated

vertically between z= -H(x,y) and z = G, (x,y), there results

w(4) - we-H) = -(u + v)( ¿; + H). x l' (25)

At z = -H

w = - ~:: - ~ - uHx .. vHy = ..uHx - VHy (26)

since the depth is constant in time..

At z = t,

w = .~ ¿; = t: t + u ¿; x + v ~ y (27)

Substituting equations (26) and (27) into equation (25),

one obtains,.

uH + vH + ~t + ul + vt; + (~+H)(u + v ) = 0x y x y x y
which can be written as

ê:t + (u(~+ H)J x + (v(l;+ H) Jy :: 0 (28)

Equations (23), (24), and (28) are the three equations in

u, v and 4 for the non-linear shallow water theory..

steady State Equations:

. Let us now consider the above equations in the steady state,

i. e., no time dependence. Let the velocity scale, be U and the length

scale be L, and define h as follows:.
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H = H ho ' (29)

where H is a constant.. Equation (23) may be wI"itten with u ISo

and VI s as follows (Note: we will use the same notation as before;

thus, in what follows u and v will be dimensionless):

u2
L- (uu + vu ) + ß.L~. - fUv = 0. :K y x (30)

We now define a dimensionless c; ~*"..

c/*" = L~ t, (3i)

Using this definition and changing our notation as before so that

~ is now dimensionless, we can writè equation (30) as

u2
-L (uu' + vu ) + fU ~ fUv = 0x y x (32)

Similarly equations (24) and (28) can be written as

u2
:t (uvx + VVy) + fU¿:y + fUu = 0 (33)

ru(LfU è: + H h) J +
l g. 0 x

rv(LfU l- + H h)J = 0L goy (34)

The dimensionless parameter € called the Rossb, number is

defined by

rE=~L (5)

and another dimensionless parameter N is defined òY

LfU U (Lf)2 E N
gH

=
rL .. -

gH
0 0

(36)

For an ocean E is of the order of 10-4 and N is of the order of 1..

Using these definitions the dimensionless steady state equations
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can be wit ten as
/

e (uux + vu-; + L, x .. v :; 0 (37)

,. (uv + vv ) + 7 + u :; 0'= x y w,y . (38)

(U(h + l= N~) Jx + (V(li +EN t,) Jy = 0 (39)

These are the equations of an inertial boundary layer.

submitted by R. Ellis

We wish now to study these equations for the case of small

~ and N of order 1. The equations for the "exernal flow" are obtained

by fonnally setting e :; 0:

~x .. v = 0

l; + u :; 0. y

(40)

(41)

(uh) . + (vh) :; 0,x y (42)

These are the equations of geostrophic flow, of lecture 6, p.2.

If h is not constant they show that the lines of constant t: are

parallel to the lines of constant h, and give also the streamines.

In part icular, i.f h is, say, a funct ion of y alone, the external flow

must be along lines y :; constant, and accordinßlY wi.ll not be able

to satisfy appropriate boundary conditions on a solid wall x :; canst.

We thus expect the development of boundary layers, n inertial boundary

layerstl, on such walls along which depth is not constant, in which
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the inertial terms become imortant.. We examine a boundary layer

at x == 0 by setting x = £ a ~, v== f. -bV. We then have:

el-auu~ + e;l-bVUy - c:-bV + ,-a¿;i == 0 (43)

c:i-a-b uVr + c.1-2bVV + U + ~ == 0b, y y (44)

(t -au! + E. -bvy)h + e: -bV hI (y) '== 0 (45)

We must have u == 0 on é. == 0, and, for the boundary lciyer

flow, u == ~ (y), V == 0, as ~ ~ 00 where ~ (y) is the external

geostrophic flow. If b ~ a) the boundary lôyer approximation to

the first equation will be V == 0, which is not usable. If b ç a

the boundary layer approximation to the third equation will be

u ~ == 0, which is also not usable, since it cannot agree both with

u( O,y) == 0 and u(oo ,y) == ~ (y).. Thus we must take a == b, and the

first and third bounda~ layer equations are

-v + L-¿ == 0

(u~ + Vy)h + Vhl (y) = 0

(46)

(47)

If a c: l the second boundary layer equation is u + è; == 0, Le.
y

we are back to the geostrophic equations which cannot satisfy all

conditions.. If a ~ l the second equation is uV ~ + VVy == 0, i. e..

V is constant on streamlines, and since V == 0 at 00 , V = 0 every-

where which does not work. We are thus led finally to a == b == l,

and the second bounda~ layer equation becomes:
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uVI + VV + u + ~ = 0w, y y (48)

If we eliminate ~ from these equations we get:.

(uV L. + VVy)é; + u¿ . + Vy = 0 (49)

(oo)e. + (Vh)y = 0 (50)

/i first integral of these is obtained as follows:

UV~~ + VV ........ + ( u'" y E, + Vy) (1 + V Ë. ) :: 0 (51)

u h íl + Vhy + (u~ + V y) h :: 0

Õ d Vi. + 1
,:. (u a ~ + V ~) ( h ):: 0

(52)

(53)

Let uh:: ì /J Vh:: _ ì I JT y' 'i í.
V .+ 1 . .

Thus ~ h is constant on streamines, i. e. is a function of if ,

and our first integral is

l L- (~i.l + iJ = F(1f) (54)

This expreSses the conserva.tion of "potential vorticity",

Vi. + 1

h ' along streamlines.

1
Example: Suppose hey) :: l+ß y for y ~ 0 and suppose the external

flow field has -i e (o,y) = -y. Letting ~ ~ 00, -li 4 0 and so we have

h(~) (0 + iJ :: F('- e(o,y)) :: F(-y) (55)
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This detennines F: F( '+) = h(: If) = 1 - ß L/. .. We then have:

, ,L -f l T -

~ (- ~ 4i ~~ + 1 J = 1 - (3 If , or2 2
ìV~~ - ßh lf = h - h

_ h-h22 + A(y)e-!ß h(y)t,' + B(y) e+1ß h(y)~

ßh

(57)

(58)

Since we are taking 0 ~ Ê. c: 00 we must have B = 0, and

since h ¡i = H~ - iJ = t Cl+ ß y - iJ = y we have,

making -i = 0 on É, = 0, A(y) = y.. Thus

ît = -Yrl- e-llh(Y)~J (59)
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Isotropic Tensors

Í. An isotropic tensor is one whose components are the same in all

orthogonal Cartesian coordinate systems.. If the components are the same

in all right-handed systems, and simply change sign for the left-handed

systems, the tensor may be called pseudo-isotropic. (It is easy to see

. that if the components of a pseudo-isotropic tensor in right-handed

systems are taken also in left-handed systems, we obtain a system of

components defining an isotropic pseudo-tensor.) Here we shall deter-

. mine âll isotropic tensors of order 2 and 4, in ndimensions (n ~l),

'an will also point out the pseudo-isotropic tensors. We do this by

using the invariance of the components for a certain clas s of coor-

dinate transfonnations (the ltinfinitesimal orthogonal transfonnationsll)

to deduce necessary conditions for isotropy, and verify afterwards

that these conditions are sufficient.. In fact, since the transfonna-

tions we use carr right-handed systems into right-handed systems,

the necessary conditions will actually be satisfied by pseudo-isotropic

as well as isotropic tensors; however, it turns out to be easy afterwards

to identify the pseudo-isotropic tensors, and these have indeed an

interest of their own.

2'.. We now consider a family of orthogonal trans fonnat ions:

x. -7 l. .x. depending differentiably on a parameter t, and such that
1. 1.J J

A. .(0) =6i... Thusttsmall tit means that the transfonnation is tlclosetl1.J J
to the identity transfonnation, and we have in fact

tiS (t) = cl ij + tFij + oCt) where F ij = ~t (lij) I t=O" We say that the

"ininitesimal transformation" is detennined by the coefficients F..,
1.J

whi.ch in fact form an antisyietric matrix: F.. = -Fj.. This follows1.J 1.
from the orthogonality of A. ., for differentiating A. .A. k:: â j. k andl.J l.Jl.
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setting t = 0 we -'obtain F.. J'k + J. .F'k = 0, or Fk. . + F'k = O.iJ i lJ i . J J
Furthermore, given ~ antisymetric matrix F:: CF..1 we can find aiJ
family of orthogonal matrices A(t) = LAij (t)J for which F defines

the associated infinitesimal transformation. This can be done in

many ways - one is to set .ACt) = exp(tF), as is easily verified.

Since A(t) is orthogonal, its determinant is ~ l, but since it depends

continuously on t and is +1 at t = Oit must be +1 always. Thus these

transformations all carry right-handed systems into right-handed ~stems.

3.. We now consider an isotropic second order tensor with components Tij"

From invariance under the transformations A(t) we have Ak.Ai.T.. = Tkl.i J iJ

Differentiate this with respect to t and set t== 0 to obtain:

FkiT,i + Fi.Tk, :: 0, or rá. T . + J.. T. L F :: O. For any isotropici J J L ii nJ Jm inJ mn
tensor T.. this relation must hold, and it must hold for arbitraryiJ
antisyetric F . Thus the quantity in the bracket must in fact be

mn

s,etric in m and n, i.e.:

J . T . + d. T. = Ó. Tj + Ó. T.ii nJ Jm in in m In ii (1)

This system of linear equations must be satisfied by the components

of any isotropic tensor.. Any multiple of 8.. is easily seen to beiJ
isotropic, so if T. . is isotropic, S.. == T.. - l Tkk 8.. is also..iJ iJ iJ n lJ
Sij has zero trace, Skk = O. We shall show in fact that Sij = 0,

so that Tij will be a multiple of J ijO S. . must satisfy equation (l).iJ

Putting this in and contracting on the indices i, m we get:
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S + S = S + t' S or since S :. 0n nj jn nj 0 jn ro' ro'
(n-I) S . + S. = 0nJ In (2)

Interchanging nand jin this we obtain

S . + (n-l)S. = 0nJ In
We may regard (2) and (3) as simultaneous equations for S . andnJ
S.. The coefficient determnant is (n_i)2_ 1 = n(n-2)=l 0In

(3)

unless n = 2. (n~l in any case.) Thus for n:\ 2 we find S . == 0ll
and the only possible isotropic tensors of second order are

multiples of 8.., which in fact ~ isotropic. If n = 2, equation (2)iJ
gives S . + S. = 0, the only solutions of which are easily seen to. nJ In
be multiples of E.... We conclude that in this case the only possi-iJ
bilities for isotropic second order tensors are of the f OrI

T. j == À ó . . + 1.4 E. .i iJ r' iJ
These do have the same components in all right-handed systems, but

on going over to a left-handed system one easily checks that

E: .. ~ - E. . ., hence the only isotropic tensors are multiplesiJ iJ
of 8 ij but there are pseudo-isotropic tensors with components .p E ij

in right-handed systems and -Ll E .. in left-handed systems, and these
l-' iJ

are t he only pseudo-isotropic second order tensors.

4" We proceed now to isotropic fourth order tensors Tijkl"

Such tensors have three possibly different scalar traces, namely

T , T , and T . Three obviously isotropic fourth orderronn mnm mn
tensors are å ij d kl' cS ik J jl' J il cfjk" We wish to show that
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every isotropic fouth order tensor is a linear combination of

these. To do this, we first write

S ijkl = T..ki- AJ..Jkl- BcLk 6'1- Cd,lJ'k1J 13. 1 . J 1 J
and determine A, B, and C so that all the scalar traces of Sijkl

are zero. This is possible; in fact we have only to solve the

equations:
n2A + nB + nC = Trmnn

2nA+nB+nC=Tmnmn

nA + nB + n2C = Tmnn

whose coefficient determinant is n3(n_i)2(ni2) :: 0 for n ~ 1.

We now investigate SijklO Proceeding as above, we find that

invariance uner infinitesimal orthogonal transformations implies

F. S 'kl +F. S. kl +. F.k S'jnl +F.l S. 'kn = 0 for arbitrar anti-1n nJ J n in . n i n iJ

syetric F ... This then implies as before thatmn

8 imSnjkl + JjmSinkl + 8kmsijnl + S imSijkn

=: d. S 'kl + cf. S. kl + JknS.. 1 + ÓlnSi'jl~in mJ In in iJm ruu (4)

This is analogous to equation (1).

Now we have arranged that all the scalar traces of Sijkl are

zero, but this implies that also all the partial traces, like Srmkl'

are zero also.. For Smml is an isotropic second order tensor, hence

must actually ha.ve the form Siikl = ~ Sin J kl and so be zero. A

similar argument applies to the other partial traces. Note that it

we also alow pseudo-isotropic tensors, there are other possibilties
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if n = 2, but we shall not discuss these. Now contract (4) on the

indices i, m, using the fact that âll the partial traces vanish,

to get:

(n-l)Snjkl + Sjnk + Skjnl + Sljkn = 0 (5)

This is anâlogous to equation (2).. By permuting the indices and

manipulating the resulting equations we can now show that

S. 'kl = 0, if n * 4. Because of the greater complexity here,iJ
however, it is best to use a more efficient notation.. We rewrite

equation (5) as

L(n-i)i + (12) + (13) + (148 Snjkl = 0 (6)
where we think of the permutation symbols as operators on the

(linear) space of isotropic 4th order tensors with zero traces.

As such operators, ( 6) says simply

(n-l)I + (12) + (13) + (14) = 0 (7)

(Here 0 means the zero operator.) We shall deduce from (7) that

T = 0 (if n =l 4) and so that the U spacell of the S.'kl consists onlyiJ
of the zero tensor.

Multiplying (7) on the left a.nd right by (12), (13), and (14)

successively we get:

(n-l)I + (12) + (23) + (24) = 0

(n-l)I + (23) + (l3) +(34) = 0

(n-l)I + (24) + (34) + (14) = 0

Subtractin (7) from the sum of these three equations and dividing

by 2: gives:

(n-l)I + (23) + (24) + (34) = 0 (8)
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lJow multiply this on the left by (234) to get:

en-I) (234) + (24) + (4) + (23) == 0

Using this with (8) we have I == (234), and similarly (or by squaring

this last result) we see also that I == (243). Nowmultiply (8) on

the left by (23) , getting (n-l)(23) + I + (2'43) + (234) == 0 and so

3I + (n-l) (23) == 0

Multiplying this by (23) gives

(n-l)I + 3(23) == 0

2 2
and so I == (23) == 0 unless 3 - (n-l) = - (n-4) (n+2) == 0, which can

occur only when n == 4, since n;: 1. Thus, with this exception, we

have I == 0, which implies that the only isotropic 4th order tensors are

of the form

T. '11. == A 8.. ifki + B §. k Ó'l + C cîil &. kiJ .~ iJ i . J J
By investigating the exceptional case of n == 4 it can be shown

that the only possible form for S. 'kl is a multiple of E..kl and thatiJ iJ
this gives a pseudo-isotropic tensor, not an isotropic one. Thus the

result holds in general..

It is sometimes more convenient to write the general isotropic

fourh order tensor in the equivalent form

Tijki = Ad ij Jki + Bi ( cÍ ik dji + cÍ il Ójk)

+ ct ( dik dji - Jil djk)

where the coefficient of BI is symetric in ij (an kl) and the

coefficient of Ci is ant is,etric in these indices.
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5. Exercises for the Enterprising Stude~t.

a) Use the above techniques to show that there are no

isotropic third order tensors (except 0), but for n = 3 there are

isotropic pseudo-tensors of the form À Eo. k.
J.J

b) Investigate the exceptional cases n = 2 and 4 for 4th order

tensors"

c) In 3 diiensions, show with a minum of computation, by

using the above facts about isotropic tensors, that

E.. éki = JOk d,i - ÓOl JOkJ.Jn . n J. J J. J
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1. Show that p ~ 0 for all velocity fields is equivalent tO)Ä ~ 0

and .3 À + 2). ~ o.

( ~)~ l: (au dUo )2-P = À \7. u -tT tJ CJx't., oxdL

Regard p as a quadratic form in the six variables

dLl' "'" d'.' . 3/. + 0'1, - .. ,sa.~'; 1-= w::'rJ;;. :

ax.) a XL - 'd

P = -t Cd" t cl22 + clo,T+f U d.i~ + d.,: + d.,:)

+ 2( d.~l + cl~ + i:,)J

.~ f f &" +d,,+dS + ~ &,:+ ~:. T d;. J) t jA ~ d 1:+ J,3 .; J,~ J

This is the sum of two three-variable quadratic forms, in

~l' ~2' d33 and d12' ~j$ d23, and so is positive semidefinite if

and only if they both are.. For the second, this is the case if and

only if P ~ 0.. For the first, it will be positive semidefinite

if and only if all eigenvalues of its matrix are non-negative" The

matrix is:

.1 + 1: ~ .1 0 04 2- -¿ ¿¡

À .1+& .1 _ Ì\
+ .t 0 0--

"4 ¿¡ :2 4 4 2-i l- *-r~ 0 0
-1 ~

r~ i II'J 0Let ~, a2, a3 be the eigenvalues of L: Thén clearly the
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eigenvalues we are seeking are just t o.¿ + P-h . But the Q¿

are easily computed to be 0, 0, and 3, hence the eigenvalues which

must be ~ 0 are ))/2 , ¡u/2. and.4 (3 À + 2J.)" Thus ~ ~ 0 for

all dij if and only if both P ~ 0 and 3 Ì\ + 2p ~ o.

2. Show that relative to a system rotating with constant angular~ n~velocity W , the acceleration term -. in the momentum equa-
D"t

.D~ ~ ~tion should be replaced by.- + 2 W X 1. , and the body force~ Dt
f i ~"O,.tenn l increased by f \1'2 w " , where R is the distance from

the axs of rotation.

~ -4 ~ .. I~, ,.., ~Let n = XL + ~J -+ ~ ~ ~ 'ì t + ~ J + 21 ~' be the posi-

tion vector. As a vector, it is the same in both systems, but its

representation in terms of components is differerrt, say (xyz) in

the fixed system, (x i yl Z I) in the rotating system.. (We assume the

origins are coincident and on the axis of rotation.) The unit
--l -4, ~,

vectors i , J ' k. of course change with time (as seen from

the fixed sYstem), and in such a way that the position vector of

a point fixed in the rotating system (Xlylz l const.) rotates with

~
angular velocity I..J . Thus for such a fixed point we have:

J 4 d."" i cL..' 41-4 -4. ot It 1 t i 61 i d. It
w X n. .:. cLt = X dot: +1 ~ cLt + %'-e

-4~ Dlt
Consider now the particle velocity u. = rs in a fluid

motion. We have
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-+~ j) tiU :-0:lit
~'= itl -t

i

J)-x ~;
15t. + ",
~ ~
W -t li.

i ,Dt)
+ 'X -+".,Dt

~I
Since ii , the apparent velocity in the rotating ~stem,

J)XI ~¡
is the vector with components J)1: . ... and to etc. are func..

tions of t alone so that all time derivatives of them are the same..

In the same way we calculate the acceleration:

~! ~ :gt (1AÒf-+"... + ¡j X ~~
J) i ~I ~. ~ I ~

:. ~ 't ..,.. + w X''U .. wx UIrc

(n,~)1 ~ ~I ~ '~ -+= Df +2wKU +WX(Wx!t)-- i
where ;;1 is the apparent acceleration in the rotating~.. ~ ~ -4 ~~ ~ ~ 4 :i~ 'i W w.1i ~
Now ;;X(lJXh) ': W./t W. () ït ;; - W h. ---r- ) = - w lt

system..

where -r is the par of;t perpendicular to u3 .. Evidently

R = l'7R2 where R = l"i \. We can now substitute into the equations

of motion in the fixed ~stem and find the equations in terms of

~ iU etc.. in the rotating system. This gives

f( ;~I +2~X=¡)_f~(w~rr2.)+r¡p ~\7.t + if

where 7: is the stress tensor. This equation then is similar to the

equation in the non-rotating system with the addition of the Coriolis

.. ~ i
acceleration 2 W X'U and the centrifugal force -if V (w?It'J) (Which

-4
can be added into the + term).. We should also check that the stress

tensor is given by the same formula in the rotating as in the fixed

system. For the Navier-Stokes stress tensor it is sufficient to

show this for the deformation tensor 01 whose components are
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d¿. = dv. L -¡ dui- .J OXj ÒX~

This is clearly the same tensor in both systems (though its

components will be different) from its geometrical interpreta-

tion in terms of the rate of deformation which is not affected

by a rigid rotation; however, this can be explicitly verified~ ~,
as follows: Let 1.i be the components of t. in the fixed

~I 1-11 ""-. ' A
system, i.e. Vi = U t +", :: Ui. +.. .. . Then u.l- =U¿ +

E L'lk. W¿ ~ ~ and so

dU,: + Òl1j _ dQ.~ d~' r c Î
~ dY' - ~ + ~ + iËU.k W.e0J~ + ¡:¿.tb We o~~J ""(. '( ol-~

:: ~~JL- -+ ~~1 + (6 it¿j + ~jU) Wi

'dQ.i. + ~~i G
= )XJ )Li" s¡YlCt -U.i = - éJ.~'

Thus d is the same as the deformation tensor of the relative

velocity, at least for the components in the fixed system. But

then this holds åL so f or the component s in the rotating system,

since no time derivatives are involved here and for a fixed time

--,
the basis vectors ti etc. for the rotating system are obtained

--
from -V etc.. by an orthogonal transformation, which of course

leaves equality of tensor components unchanged.

3.. A deep cylindrical tank contains water rotating with more or

less uniform angular velocity.. A small plug is pulled out of the

bottom, and a strong vortex is observed to form, which, at least

for sufficiently strong initial circulation and a large enough

hole, has a hollow core extendin down to the bottom and out the
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drain. Discuss this from the point of view of the general hydro-

dynamical theorems, e.g. The Bernoulli, Kelvin, Helmoltz) and Taylor-

Proudman theorems.

Remarks: This probleI does not of course have a siple

unique answer" Some observations which contribute to an under-

standing of the flow are given here.

a) The most striking feature of the flow is the very long

thin column of air down the center. (Remark: the experiment can

easily be set up by the home handyman and is well worth performng).

An intuitive and not wholly incorrect exlanation of this is given

by the Taylor-Proudman theorem. We suppose the motion referred to

a coordinate system rotating with the original motion of the fluid.

If the flow were steady after the drain is opened (which it isn It,

but never mind for now) the simple form of the Taylor-Proudman

ël ti
theorem, equ.. (l8) of lecture 4, gives ~ = 0, i.e. ur is constant

along vertical lines, and since v. is z'ero on the solid bot tom

and vertically downward on the drain hole, we conclude that 1)f is

zero everyhere except directly above the drain, i.e. the cylinder

above the drain falls out the bottom and the remaining water is held

in position by Taylor and Proudman. This is, of course not real:i a

legitimate application of the theorem, for the initial motion is

certainly not steady and the motion which develops after a few

seconds, while roughly steady, is certainly not a small perturbation
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of the original unif OrI rotation, the angular speed near the

center being greatly increased. A legitimate application of the

theorem can be made, however, if the t:Ie dependent fon: (lecture

4, eq. (l7)) is used and attention is restricted to short times

after pulling the plug, before the deviation from steady rotation

has become large. The vertical

'd.f3
-a =

component of

d UJ2 w Õl¡i

the equation is:

If ~ were zero, the central core would just fallout the

bottom as described above. It is clear, however, that the tendency

for this to happen will be to some extent offset by horizontal

. motions carrying water toward the center. This means that there

will be a negativ~ horizontal divergence ~~ + ~ ~ near the center

and consequently, from the continuity equation, a positive value of

OW' th Th' f . it. 'an:3.. 0 d h t~ .. . ere. us i W i.s pos i.ve, at ~ an we see t a:.

we must expect the development of vertical vorticity near the center,

with the same sense of rotation as the original steady rotation.

This is just what happens. The problem of studying the initial

development of the motion, using linearized equations, deserves

more attention but will not be discussed further since we are here

attempting only a general description of the motion..

b) After the development of the vortex, the motion appears to

be essentially steady, except for the slow downard displacement of

the surface.. Neglecting the latter, or supposing it eliminated by

a slow seepage of water in through the solid bottom, we consider a

circle of particles lying on the surface. From syetry this circle

of particles remains a circle as the particles spiral in toward the
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center and down the vortex.. Returning to a fixed coordinate

system, we describe the free surface in cylindrical coordinates

by z = f(lt ) and let v- be thee-component of velocity. From

the Kelvin circulation theorem, the circulation around the above

circle of particles, namely 2 7T.J V(.I +(Jt)) is a constant, and so

this fuction must in fact be constant over the free surface since

the surface is traversed by the particles.. We may estimate this

constant by taking /rat the outer edge of the cylinder, 11 = R,

say, to be the same as it was before the plug was pulled, namely

R6J .. Th us we have

if (Ji) f (J1))- R'Jw-/l
Thus the angular velocity increases rapidly as one approaches

the center. If the experient is performed and a bit of wood is

dropped on the surface, it spirals in toward the center, and is

seen to descend rapidly down the vortex, but usually in a rather

tight spiral, indicating that, although the downward speed is con-

siderable near the center, the increase in V is so great that the

velocity vector is still nearly horizontal.

c) Bernoulli i s theorem tells us that for steady now

l q2 + p + gz is constant along streamines. The free surfa.ce is
covered by spiral streamines, and by syetry the above constant

wil be the same for all streamines on the surface and hence con-

stant over the suface. Neglecting effects of surface tenSion, p

2
is zero on the surface and so l q + gz must be constant on the

surface.. If we USe the exerimental observation that the spiral
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streamlines on the surface are rather tight we may approxate the

speed q by the if component, and this gives an equation for the

surface:

~:: 1J;:
7?~w
/t ;) hence f (~w) ~ df(ll) :; cmst

R4GJ'2
j li~or r = -Felt) ;; C

This form of the free surface is certainly in good qualita-

tive agreement with. the one that actually occurs.

4. Solve the linear wave-maker problem, i.e. the end x = 0 of a

semi-infinite channel (x ?:O,-H~2-~O)O~¿j~ g. ) moves so that

the horizontal velocity ø X at x = 0 is a given function e ¿a-r (2-).

Find the resulting periodic motion, assuming that as X ~ + co

only an outgoing wave (e I.'(crt -lo¡t)) is present.

(cf.. Lecture 5, pp i-4).

The motion is to be independent of y, and the vertical

eigenfunctions are (not normalized)

where

a:c = cosh k (t+ H)

~N\ = cask y, (?+ H) "' : 1,2", .,' .

0- 'l = ~ k tam h fi H ': - ~ k" 't tWf /t Yi H

-i"x i ) ~A -kl'X i )
qi = Ao e CO!'Ji k(.? +H + L Me cos k'l1i.2+ \1i

Thus

'ót
Taking account of the .fact that when the e L factor is restored

A, Î(d-t..kx). h /. J\
we must have 'r "' const e ~ ~os ~iz.+Hjfrom the out-going wave
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condition at + 00" This satisfies Laplace i s equation, the free

surface condition, and the boundary condition at 00

we have Øx =.t (~) , or

t (è) = -1. k Ao cosh ~ (~+ 11) - E K" AI' c.os j(n (r. + H)

" At x = 0

From the orthogonâlity of the eigenfunctions, we get~o
~¿k.Ao fco.htie(ë+H)oLë = r f(rl)COshk(ri'H)d.:r-4 -H
-k'.A.. .loS'I("~+ Ii) C/" = rf C,,) co, kn (?+ H)d".-w -u

Further details are left to the reader. Note that if fez) is real,

i.e. all parts of the wave maker are in phase, then all the damped waves

have real amplitudes A and are standing waves in phase with the waven

maker. Note also that it is entirely possible for the wave maker to

produce ~ wave at large distances. This occurs if fez) is ortho-

gonal to cfo i-:) , for example if fez) is one of the g).i ' n £ I.

5. Discuss the free standing waves (normal modes) in a closed cir-

cular lake of depth H and radius Ro

Here we have vertical eigenfunctions

Øo = cosh k (i:-lH)i ø?1 a cos kl' (rt- H)
2

() = gk tanh kH =

with

-g K tan K Hn n
as before, but now the values of k and K are to be determined fromn

the homogeneous boundary condition of zero radial velocity, and this
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~ = G.o(loJY) çDo + 2:. an rJYi

d Q.hence a:: = () on It ~ -r .

determines the various natural frequencies d-. If we write

'"øwe have a h : D on It =- R. ,
'l

Also l: a.o + ~ ~Q -= DJ Ll Q.I' - Kl' a't =0.

In generâl, these imply Q.i: =-Q.n := 0 , and this is always

the case for Qn since all eigenveluesof ~ are negative, but

for special values of if, a.~may differ from zero. If we write

~o = e ì'Y e -r (It) we get

" I i 7.)/
¡. +7e r+ (k"'- ~OJ =CJ

So f = C J (k 11) and the possible values of k are deter-
m

mined from

J l (kR) = 0
m

If the 1 if positive root of J ,(x) is denoted by olo~)m .c
we thus have for possible values of k:

¿ C.") _ -l o/"y,)

tt -"i ¿
which gives for the natural frequencies

ri (\")J1. ~ (WI') -l ß (,.('M) H)L ~ = 1? o(,e t.(V-f \.l .
m = 0, d: l, d: 2,

.£ = 1, 2, . .~ . .

The associated eigenfnctions are:

ø == e ¡ (a¡ (~) t +-r B) JÁl (tr)tf~)
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6. Â speedboat going roughly parallel to shore produces a group

of wa.ves which reach the shore 10 min.. later and have a period of

2 sec. Estima.te the distance off shore of the boat.

Â really careful treatment of this problem is quite diffi-

cul t, but for a rough estimate we compute the group velocity of

2 sec. waves. This is

Cg = ~~ = ~ Ci gk) = l J ~

= .1 ~:2 rr

For fS = 21f/2 sec-l this gives C - .1 !g - :2 ii

In ten minutes, a group of waves with this speed goes a distance

D == 1 10 m 10 60:: 1'-2" Së" ... - .Nil.

7. Investigate the natural frequencies of a shallow paraboloidal lake..

( cf. Lamb, § 193).

Take H = Ho (1 - ( ~ r) . Using cylindrical coordinates,

we have, setting è; = f(ll) cosn8

\7- (H\7~)=H V~,+ H'(It) # = £H Cf '+ ~ -t'- * r J

- .1 * IIl )CDSn$ " - -f" f cas ~ S
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setting x:. tr/'R ¡ f (:l) :. ~i (x)

(I - X?) L~ ii + -7 ~ i - :¡ ~ J - 2 X ~ i + À ~

this gives

\

=0

where CJ~R'2À =- H
~ 0

Boundary conditions are regularity of g(x) at x == 0 and boundedness

at x = 1.

0&
:£,et ~ (j):. xJ':S Clk 'X \q and substitute this in the differential

equation to get:
eI r: l. ,l l( -r~-2 N r z. )...1 /!+~
c; a L(It+~) -n~.. x . ..:2 ~~L-n"'(I1+~) -~(It+R +ri.. 'f ': 0~ ~ ø
Thus we must have /l ~?1, Ow,:: 0 and then

lt~-(Yl ltY )(Yi-lk.+2.) +À k?o
a. k -+ ~ -= - ( ~ + 2) (2. 'l .¡ ~ + .1) 0- k ¡

The solution will be a polynomial and so certainly bouned at

x = 1 if ÌI is one of the values

fñWl:: 6'l+"f)(N\+m+2)-n~

-; n (2"W + 2.) + "' (A1 + 2)

for n = 0, 'i, 2 " . . m = 0, 2, 4, 6 .. .. . ..

with n = m= 0 excluded on account of the condition J I t; ot'tcL~.: 0.

(More detailed investigation of the differential equation shows that

these are the only eigenvalues,i.e. the solution is not bound~d at

x = 1 uness it is a polynomal)

The lowest eigenvalue is À = 2,10 g(x) :; x,

¿; = /1 cas e e I'a-t) 0- '-,; 2. ~ I..O~
'R
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The lowest symetrical mode has n = 0, m = 2

).0 ~ ': B J c. ~ (1- '- ~)e. ,'d-t'

0- 2. =- 8 9/-10
R..

Note that this has just twice the frequency of the lowest

mode. Both of these modes are easily excited and have frequencies

convenient for measurement with a watch in an ordinary soup-bowl.

These frequencies can also be computed approximately by using

trial eigenfunctions in the variational formula eq. (20) of lecture

50 With the obvious polynomial trial functions, the exact resuts

would be obtained, since the exact solutions happen to be polynomials.

8" Investigate the generation of waves by a radially oscillating

circular wall, in a rotating arstem.. (Uniform shallow depth H, outside

a circle of radius R.)

The equations are: (g = l)

'f -+ -? ~¡ 7~+'L kx?A :fSU

,.H V.a -= Q~

~ ~ ~
Using cylindrical coordinates U -: U.lt. J + v 91, we have

U = U on fl == R and as suming that -i, ir, and l; are functions

of /1 alone we have: i ~ - t. lir .. d- U.

tfU -=a-ir
tHr~+~J~(jc,
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Elimnating I: and 1J we get

gI J + ~/l u. (j '".t '3 "
"~It T - ii -+ --U =- 0

If (J";; t 'lwe take outgoing waves at .0 and so

U fLA H,c2) (!ü~J~) e /~

~ ri..If (T 4: T we have U-t 0 at 00 and

U ,. A ki (Vf~-la-o./l)

In either case A is determined from u = U on tt:: R.

., . __ J. .If () = f we have 14 ..

9. Investigate free waves in a rotating doubly infinite channel.

The equations are (g = l)

i t;;( - il// ~ d-u

i i'/ + ilu =- d-1r

.¿ H(ux+Ví) =-(T~

with v= 0 on y :: 0, L . Assung the x-dependence is of the form

e L /Qy. and eliminating U. and ~ we obtain

lld -+ L~~ -Ir'-j ir -; 0
o-': t'2 '2 0'2

. if we set H - k .. -c we obtain solutions with

if 1 L -: "h 7T 0 Thus for each k we get waves with

1. :a A sin id

()'J~+'l+ H ('k2..¡ -n~:) "k:: ~ 2)".-

We must also examine the possibility that if == O. We then have
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- 'k t; -: 0- l.

it +itv-"=o
1:

- frHU ~. rr~
!' .. L'L.H .

The first and third :iply VL =- c. :: Ci uness cr :: 1'\

In this case we âlso get waves, (llcoast waveslt) with l; ~A e+(Ii~~

u. = - lI A e -#.cJy~~(J , 1. =- o.

For large positive ,f k / rr these waves are mainly near the

coast ~ ~ L and are travelling in the negative x-direction.. For

large negative .. k/(j they travel in the positive x-direction and

are mainly near the coast at x = O. Thus for each k we have a

denumerable set of waves with frequencies all greater than f, and

two "coast waves" with frequencies 0-:: .: 1a m .

LO. Investigate the possibility of waves in a rotating circular

basin of uniform (shallow) depth with cr o; =. t ~

and

From the first two of these it easily follows that ¿ must. 0
be a complex analytic function of ~ =x =f t d ,and so u.:l 2 i.

must be too" L,et t- :: Fie ~).. Then
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. i -j¿ -" )v. Ì i if :: - T t d == T F (.ë .

Using this" the third equation can be written:

oÒr (1.=F i v): T i¡.t F '(c)

from which we get
, (I

UT~ff= T fiF(r) +C(i)

We thus have the general representation in terms of two

campl~x analytic functions F(z) and C(z):

C =- F'Ca)

u:: -t ~ i F";: it F + C(i;))

'v:: -t Lt F'/+ i F;/ iC~~

This holds for any basin of uniform depth. For the circular

basin, we naturally consider waves with c; == r/0.)e ¡""e . For this

P(~)-;Âr.'Wandwemusttakethelowersign, ().:-f , if1Y~O.

If 10 ¿ 0 we must take the upper sign.' We include both cases by
/

supposing instead an angle dependence e =F i~e and so takin

F(~) =Aë'\ , m == l, 2, 3, . . .. (It is easily seen that for m == 0

.. '2 f' :i
we must âlways have (5 ~-r unless õ:: 0, so this case is not of

interest here). We take R~):" ?!~1 è 'h+1 , and compute the radial

'velocity component,

U ~ 14 aO$8 +if Sin ~ = 1. L:t i F"e 'Fle 'f !¡ Fe :t ,'8 +CLi)e~ij

"+L:t~ A"'~ of~ ~llta"'+Oi)eL¡eJC -. - -0i""1),since (r) must be regular at the origin it cannot be Kê

:¡ L l?e
which is necessary to produce the e angle dependence, unless
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K = 0.. Thus C = 0 and we have

u== -: ¿A-1 rl('W-I_ ~'i _ 1!.y'¡Ile=fi#lG
2f l H". (lttl) J

Since U is to vanish on /' = 1, this wave is possible if and

only if +-:i = H M1(m +p. The tangential velocity component

0,

V = -u sin e + v cos e is readily computed and the final result is

that waves with c: .= -: t exist provided +;. H *7 ('" + i) and are

given by:

, =. A 11 'W e =f¿.c e

U ~:t i ~f 0- 'h -J_/t'm +)e 'r "~$

V:: AN\ (k~-I /('Wll) Ti'm$:i.f + / e

11.. Show in general for a circular lake with depth function

H(It)(O~11 ~i) ~ :1) that there is just one eigenfunction for

Cí= 1.-r with angle dependence e~ ;'Me(-w ~ ¡) and this occurs for

r = .2"f' ('" + i )J~'" -/ H(lt) dJ
ö

In polar coordinates with radial velocity u. and tangential

velocity If the basic equations are:

¿ c,/t - ~.t ir =.:J f u-

i. i" + t'.t1A ~ 't tV
It '- e

¿ frHU.)tt + ir H u. + * (Hv)$ J :: :tt ~

As in the previous problem we find from the first two equations

that ¿; must be an analytic function of X =f L d .: I( e ;= ¡' e.
:¡ í,. e . 7' A 1i :¡ l~ e;

For e angle dependence we must thus have ~:: It e
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,and then from either of the first two equations1

i. ') i."",A wi-I F. ri(,( t. Z 1/ :: :t fit e il1r:
U :P"WlG ii T¡'Wle .Now setting u. ~ (It) e./-.J.--'/ ) ìr: v(It)e. ) the third

t frHU/+~ HU =f * HV J = :! t Ait~

equation becomes:

But from the above expression for U. :t 't v- we have

.

. V U otm /\ Wl~1-=f 1. : :r T f"lt ~ and soi ' J.
iC(HU)+t(HlJ)+~ HU:¡ -t; Ait~-:iH J= :tfAtt'N

. 0 r A- ~ m + i H U) f ~ AJr 'i ~-I HJ = :t f A It 2'Y +1. . t l!11 (' f
From this equation U can be determined, provided the boundary

condition H U== 0 on 11 == 1 can be satisfied, and integrating the equa-

tion from 0 to 1 this condition gives:

~ 'L ,AJ~ 2.Wi~1 H dn -= fA

f 0 ~(lw+I)
I

t"; 2 ",..("".,) Ilt 1m -/ H (Í 0111
ei

If this condition is satisfied, a wave with d- =- ;t t exists, and it

is clear from the abovè equations that U and V determined uniquely"

or

12. Determine approxiately the () -.. diagram for waves in a rotating

shallow paraboloidal lake.

We take g == 1, radius of lake == 1, H(It)-; H Q II _;i2) and set

~= ø(l1) e IfMe. The equation for ~ is:
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-cr 'i.(HtlC,) + if (Hx è;~-H~ c.x) ~ o-(a-..¡'")c,

which gives for cp :

(I- H (;j '+ C-~~ H'" ~H I+/t (o-~-f7.)J if =-0

with CP regular at 11 = 0 and rp"f '! f cp bounded as Jt -) IIT ..
The case f = 0 was investigated in problem 7, and the

..

eigen-

frequencies are:

cr~~ = Ho L:L~(2~t/)+A 7- ('k +1)J

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ., k = 0 omitted if m = O.

In the present case, the results are the same if m = 0 except

that f2 must be added to (J2.. We consider from now on the case of a

fixed poSitive m. With the given H( It) we have:

(/1 (hli2.)Ø)'+ r_1-~ (t-izi.) _ .2'rl/l +/7 Cd-'"~)"'))l ~ ~ 0L It (J Ha J
This happens to be the same equation as in the non-rotating

\_cr~-r'" 1.p\Xcase, if we set II - -- - -- for the eigenvalue instead

of the previous cr 2./ H l) " For cD bounded as )L -/ I we get the

same eigenvalues as before and so the c:lr l\ are to be determined as

the solutions of

:¡ l 7. I I r .2"')~J i
cr:: -r Mo L- -r

d-

:i
(tJ .~)

CJ '
-l Æ.I l

By replacing r: b ~ cr v" and f by l V Ho we get an equation of

the same form as the original with Ho = 1, so we consider only the

case.lì = 1..

The cubic is then

cr 3 .. (i + 2m(2k+l) + 4k(k+l:~ r: - 2mf = 0

o this factors into (0-++ )(()~-rtl-1.'M ') Co 0For k =
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The root cr = -f is usually extraneous; in fact thefonnula
. 2

of problem 11 shows that it is relevant only when f :: m, which is

when it coincides with a root of the other factor. Thus we consider

only the quadratic factor, from which we find

d- ~ ~ C+:1 V f.~ 2?~ J

(t "V _. 2'Mj + 0 (is).2'Yê:zl.+I)+4 ki~+/)
For large f the roots are given approxiately by

~ . ~ :ì f G + 'W (./t+ 1)+ :~(tH i) :.~ -+:) Cl-1)J
,f

er ~ _ ~ ri_ '-'f (i.'Rtl) l 41( (1(+1) +0 ce -4) Lo l' ~ -f1. 1 'J

These results enable us to sketch roughly the 0--1 diagrams for

this problem, as follows:
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:(157 ) Dr. Howard

f

()

f

Note that for In :: 0 we have a "coast wavetl and an infinite number of

"Rossby Waveslt (see also Lamb § 2l2)
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13" Investigate internal waves in a three layer system, in the

case of waves short compared to all three thicknesses.

This problem can be solved just as the 2-layer problem of

Lecture 8 (pp. 1-8) was" After elimination of all variables but the

vertical velocities we have

z;
/\ /I ';A

(n 1,2,3) 0'~ = rt ~ :: l'..
W; .Ji

- H .l

with: i
1'"~ Iì~

- H -i..
1\ () AI 2. l'
tA = ~"-

ur on 21, = 0 1\ ))3i
1Ñ.,

-H l
:3

1\ Â g-~
W3 -= w; =- ~ ~

1\ I ,1 i
FJ.w; - Pi w¡

P:i-f',
A I A I

ß t: -ß w;

fl; - rj

Ó'Y r.= -H
i

A,J A ()1.
W 2 -= Wi ::-;

(1/"
c

o- 2-:. - l-).

A

tv :: 0 (T i!:' - l-.3

From the differential. equations and the conditions

~ (- H~) :; OJ W3 (- H~) :: W"2- (- H ~ ) ,)

~'2 (-1-\1) =- &¡ ( - H,) one can obtain at once that

~ = Ai .sinh 'k (¡: + I~)

w,- :: A:i sin h -k ('i+ H2o) +Aj 5/i'h +~ D! cash ~ (~+ ¡...J

~ ~ A ism h 'k lë-lH)+0..5Ihh,¡ç(D2.+ A~Slhh *I)3~sh lCD,z J~s~ i (2'+~I)

Inserting these into the other three boundar conditions gives three

homogeneous linear equations for the An" The vaishing of the deter-
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minant of this system gives the relation between (j and k. For

waves short compared with all layer thicknesses this equation is

easily handled and one obtains a surface wave with

internal wave near e -= - H with c: oa = I; - f;
, r f'l+ f1

nal wave near ?-:: - H,t with

0-2 = gk, an

and an inter-

0- -i :. ¡OJ - 1'2.

~ rj+~
14. Investigate internal waves in a fluid whose density varies

exponentially over a finite range. Consider first the case of a

rigid top so that there' is no surface wave.

Take H = -1, g = 1, fo (z) = e -0: i! , 0( = økïo-2. l

Then (cf.Lecture 8, eq. (53)) (e-~i: (jfi)' + O(Qe-a.b_nl&e-a~úr..o

with ';(-i)=- 0) t1(o) = 0 (rigid top)
or 0-;(0) =. 0( tJ (0) (free surface)

The differential equation can be written

LÛ"_ctÜrJ r (d.a.-+l':) iJ.: 0
The solution of this which vanishes at r:: - J is:

.. Cr-ll) I \
t.:: e:2 sinh tVct'L~4~'"-4a.o( (-2+1)

with l: (0 ) =- 0 we have

-tV fÅ? + 4 
k,'2-4a.rx = 11 TT L ) 11;:'1 2J . . . .

since' 0( :.

..-+ '2 = 0-0( _ ~

~ïQ"~ this gives

_ "Y -. 7T l.
or

cr" ;:
a. ~:i

'* '2 -+ 0.4 + "n ~ iT "-
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0-
~

._- 1' = I

*-
i

Note that - to :: Cl verifying Groen 
i s limit. The case with the free

f7
surface boundary condition cannot be handled quite so explicitly, but

qualitatively similar results are obtained, with the addition of the

surface wave.

15. Study the stability of the Helmoltz flow when the densities in

the two layers are different.

(See Lamb § 232 for the solution to this problem)

16. Investigate the stability of the following flows:

a) iu = I - l~l -I~~~ I

b)W.:-i _oc~~.(-I
== ~ -i.:~ "'i

-+1 1¿~L..c

c) lP:: I I'd I c: /
:0 1~1,;/

In particular find c(o()"
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Part (a)
C(/I_cA'Jcp =0 1m (-1)0) a.o! (0)1)

with Cp (- i) = rp C + i) = 0

L AAd (w--c) cp i - w1cp continuous at L. :. 0W:C Q
For -I ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ c. :: A S IYl h 0( (~+ i)

For O~~LI cp=BslrihO((~-I)

Since W' is continuous, cP must be continuous at y :: 0, i. e. B:: -A.

The other condition gives:

(l-c)o(A cosh 0( -A sinh ~

-= (I-C)o( B c.osh (-0) - (-I) 13 s 1\) h c.-C!)

or (i - c) :2 ex c. o.s h û( -: :2 S \ Y1 h oe

C :. I _ 1-am h 0(~
( stable)

Par (b)

l'd~oo

lp ': II e., (ci-+ IJ

-r o((:i+i) C -o(~-J)cp:: l.:e + e
. -.. (~-i)rp ~ De .

- oa ~ ~.. -I

-14~~1)

Since u. is continuous, rp must be also, so

A-=13 tCe:icx

D~13e~~-rc.

Uaing these and the other jump conditions,

(-I-è)CX(Bf-C e~) = (-I-c) txB-~Ce2J- C13+ ~e;'J

( j -c) LO( Be ~ 0( C J - (Bez,+ C J = (¡-c)(-o¿ )(13 e'-ol+ c.)
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or 73 + e~O(CLI-'¿O( (1-+c.)J :. 0

e2~ BCI-~o((l-c)J + C ~ 0

.. "'. I - e4cx D - "1 0( + .qo('1( I-C i. J = 0

/ - e 4:.(1 - 40()l-c'J ::
"'-lot'a e4ci
-4jC ( )..

c:;:: -e + ,- 2.0. _
4 ex'"

or

For small 0( we have

_ 1+40( - g'rx'i + ~: 0(3". + 1-40( -r 40(2-..

'I 01 ~
c. ., =-

:: -I +2.0(''''
'3

,.. C -=.: í C i - 1- c: .. . . . . )

and the flow is unstable to long waves. On the other hand, it is

~
clear that C is positive for sufficiently large e:, the change

-40( ( ) ~ _,tcxin sign occurring wheree = 1-10( ) or e ",:2 0( -I.

Note that for those values of c: for which instability occurs the

instability is a standing wave, i. e. c'" is always real. This is the

usual situation with odd profiles.

Part (c).. In this case, since ur is an even function, we can

consider even and odd eigenfunctions separately..

Even eigenfunction:

":QO¿'a¿:-l
-ILl¡£.J
I¿~.¿'oe

A. =. 73C.tJ5h ~- c I -c;
- Col A ';. t-/-c)C~ "B.sIYlh L-o))

cp=Aea((~+I)
!F :: B cos~ eX d

!f ~ A e"l) (~..i)
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, (~).. - - 1an h eX'. I-c -
Thus this flow is unstable for all eX .

The case of the odd eigenfunction is handled similarly,

with the result

(- / t= - 7a'fh ox

again showing instability" In the case of rp even, the disturbance

is a sinuous deviation of the jet which for long waves is nearly

a growing standing' wave.. In the case of rp odd the disturbance

is the development of vaicosities in the jet, moving (for smallot)

with approximately the speed of the jet.

The solution for uf is easily obtained and is

i''' :.SIY"iíë +AcoshaLë--V4\+B(r-..)slnhtt(ë-'1)W" (11'. -f tiit ) '2

w~13:. ir/(íT2.+a.'l)7._____
. Sin ~ 3f ., %sech 'Y~

a.r()tl A ":. - -6 t~ Y1 h 0/'2 B
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2 2 sinTri: ( ')From this, (D - a)w = - + 2aB cosh a r-2
ïf + a."

and then r' ri l\ i7..L ~ 4. iT i- c.~sh a.;a
) l.D ~ a.J.) I't'J ci ~ = (á :+- Tí ~t - ¿¡o (a. ~ iT2. (sinh ~ t ~ sech '; )

.2a 2- Íl '1

.. (a.:i+ TI",)"l

(Sl~a. +1)

(S1flh ~.¡ ~ seeh ~ )..

Finally we get

"R = ~ "; ~. /' r, - +~ íl~ J '1 e.'~~
a. t (ei fn'" Ls'nh%ftsec.~o/2.

J j-i

sirih a. +C-l

- (5,~h% t~ S~Ch %.y"

Calculations with a slide rule from this give:

CL R R exact (Pellew and Southwell)

2 . 2180 2177..4

3 1711 1711,,3

4 1889 1879..3

This calculation is at any rate good enough to show that R ~ 1700

and a is a little larger than 3" Pellew and Southwell, using a trial

function containing one adjustable parameter, obtain by this method

alost exactly the same results as they obtained by direct solution

of the differential equation, namely R = 1707.8, a = 3"13,,

18. Show that in the case of free boundaries R is given by:

a.'- R. ltr D (ll'-.e )ur r -¡ 0. '(cD ': 

a.') u-JJ oj;,

j u.')d. e

and that this is stationar.
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The free boundary conditions are w = w" = W IV = o.

If w satisfies these and (D2 _a2)3w + a2Rw = 0, the above follows

almost at once from i . . , f'
jw(.::a.2) urd.i: +- 0.-' i? w"cL"è :: 0o ~

by three integrations by parts. Furthermore if w satisfies the

equation and boundary conditions,

2 r'.(D~a.1w DtD'l-a,j)tlv +a, "l(D:o.a)w-(D':a.2.) ¿ ur

d(a.~R) = 0
f Ll "2

,2. f /,-; W' f '( .._a.:i"R = Ð = i 2 -l/(ll:a.~ v.(fI)-
f'w 7- f w ~ 0 /

+ : '-(2)':a.~ ~¡w- - a: ;¡w- tv )

-- -2-

fl W :a
o

f 'i (.D~'l')'~v+it. 7?",)¡W- = 0

19. Study the problem

-i~/I+"cI_~ ::0

1J(O) =.0 ~(i) =1
for small -U by examining the exact solution and by boundary layer

techniques.

The exact solution is easily found and is:

f -l'~: e'1 sinh ffx)

sl~h(~)
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For fixed x, compute tlm "l.
¡)-)Dt a

V"'4V ( _) ,.fl (X+I)
I~)( e:i II X I _ e :2 '"

';j-= e zv I _ e -0)'71)1

I~JL _JiJ-1
C .¡ -, (x. -I) . /-(, +~t -x. 2. i. 1- e --

;: i.:21J -e '),J e

Now
.¡ - 1

.2 )I

'i
= 1-+.2 y ~ v ... - ,_;; 1-)1 + .. . ,

.: v

Thus if x ~ 0 we have

il"~ 1. (X/v) :.
v-to d

eX-I, &J lf x. ': D, t,i11 LI -: 0

V-7l)+ d

Thus there is a non-uniformity at x = O. Note also that for

x ;: 0 the limit is the solution of the equation with V = 0

which satisfies the boundar condition at x = 1, not the boundary

condition at x = O. For small 'V we have in any case,

If we set 0
X-:))~) rim

))-70

)(-1 -!. 6) ()
~ = e - e v e- )(+1 + 0 )J

-i (V~I ¡,)'= e -1(, - e - ¿),

Without use of the exact solution, the boundary layer approach

is as follows: The II external solutionlt is y = A eX, and we expect

either A = 0 if the boundary layer is at x = 1 or A = e. -l if it is

at x = 00 To examine the possibility of a boundary layer at x == 1,

0. I

set 1 - x = V C, , and rewrite the equation as

/-2.tJ ~'%i- ))-0_ d4 _V ~7. - n - d - D
To preserve the second derivative we must have a ;; 1. If

d'L
a '/1, the B.L. equation would be 't1~~'- = 0 which does not have a
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solution with y(O) = 1 and y -? 0 (the external solution at x = 1,

if the boundary layer is at x = 1) as l: ~ ci.. If a = 1 the

oL'l cL
B.L. equation is d.~ - It -=" whose general solution

A e.l; + B again cannot satisfy the required conditions. We con-

clude that the boundar layer rmst be al x == 0, and star over,

tt . .I a, j". d t k' x-l Th .se ing x = Y '" an a ing Ye == e .. e B.L. equation is

d. 1.i¿ __ 0
if a ~ 1, which does not work, and setting a. == 1 we have

eLL:
d~. . t cl., =-0

rU?"" cU."

This has a solution with the requied properties, namely,

U = e -I ( 1- E - ~) =- e -I (i _ e - X/i_)
dSL

This is evidently in agreement with the results from the

exact solution.

200 study the Ekan boundar layer at the free surface of a deep

ocean if horizontal stresses Lx and Ld are applied there. In

particular find ur at the bottom of the boundary layer.

With origin at the free surface and 1z ": Z! g the Ekan

boundary layer equations are:

d? 1(. U-u ) +,' (í/-V;)) :: i(jtA -uJ + l (ir- vi))
(I'~'I II I . ') ')

where .." Vi gives the geostrophic flow outside the boundar

layer. The solution of this equation which goes to zero as

1z -- - 00 is
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.

(u.-'ùi)+ i (V'_v, ) =A e W i

d tJ -l
fV()è"=('X)

The boundary conditions are, on Z: = 0:

dl/ -
f'v h .-: Li¡

or ~ (u+ ìir) : -i (r; + i (1)'òi p~ (J
SinceU, and V; are independent of "i this gives

A (I+i)_ I ('L+it:)~q- - 14 fiJ X if

from which we find:

u. ~U-, + t\~ Ut,+T~)w ~/", -t(l--S)sm "/oJ

if:-lf + ~ I(t +1: ) SlY) ~ +(t-ç )cos ~Æ.Jp ~.f ¡) ~ Q
r;

where a.": V f is the Ekan depth. From these we can find

by using the continuity equation:

~¿ L- ~ ~e ,.a. 'è ã... ..
-W~ '"!Lx + '1: f'V2 COS Y.. OX (r;+ l()h~~ U~ - i;)

+sin '"i", (lr (tx-T~) .. l. (~ .. ~)) J

From this we find w' at the bottom of the boundar layer:

ro
;;7: è)L-

U; l- (0) ~ - u. d. ~ :. -lr ~.. ~ L~ J_QI P-r L d


